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look! for! evidence! of! novel! light! chain! binding! partners! in! myosin! 7a,! which!
revealed!calmodulin!to!be!the!preferred!light!chain.!My!second!aim!was!to!study!
the! structure! and! flexibility! of! the! lever! of! fullYlength! myosin! 7a! using! singleY
particle! image! processing! of! images! from! negative! stain! electron!microscopy!
(EM).! Image!averaging! revealed! the! lever! to! be!much! shorter! than!expected.!
Additionally,! there!was!evidence!of! thermallyYdriven! flexing! at! the!motorYlever!
junction.! A! stiffness! of! 78! pN.nm.radY2! for! the! flexing! was! inferred,! which!


















































































































































































































































































































































































































































evolved!many! types!of!molecular!machine! to! carry! out! its! essential! functions.!
These! include! cytoskeletal!motor! proteins! (myosins,! kinesins! and! dyneins)! to!
generate! directed! movement! along! actin! filaments! and! microtubules_! rotary!
motors,!pumps!and!translocation!pores!(e.g.!the!bacterial!flagella!motor,!FY!and!
VY! ATPases)! to! generate! rotational! movement! and! move! atoms! across!
membranes! to! generate! an! energy! potential_! construction!machines! (e.g.! the!
ribosome! and! polymerases)! to! build! proteins! and! nucleic! acid! polymers_!
degradation! machines! (e.g.! proteosomes)! to! break! up! proteins,! as! well! as!
machines! to! separate,! uncoil! or! pack! nucleic! acid! strands! (helicases,!
topoisomerases!and!condensins).!/
Many! of! the! cell’s! molecular! machines! are! also! called! molecular! motors.! A!
molecular!motor!or!motor!protein!can!be!defined!as!a!mechanochemical!enzyme_!






to! the! intracellular! transport! of! cargoes! along! biopolymer! tracks! (Vale! and!
Milligan,!2000).!Motor!proteins!are!the!forceYgenerating!molecules!that!participate!
in! all! these!processes.!Therefore,! understanding! their! structure! and!how! their!







The! cytoskeletal! motor! proteins! are! mechanochemicalYenzymes! capable! of!
converting! the! chemical! energy! from! ATP! hydrolysis! into! force! for! directed!
movement! along! cytoskeletal! filaments.! There! are! three! distinct! families:!
myosins,!kinesins!and!dyneins.!The!cytoskeletal! tracks! to!which! these!motors!
bind!are!actin!filaments!and!microtubules.!Both!tracks!have!a!polar!structure,!with!







motor! is! that! there! are! coordinated! cycles! of! ATP! hydrolysis,! track!
binding/unbinding!and!conformational!changes.!Each!motor!goes!through!a!cycle!
of! track! attachment! and!detachment,!which! is! coupled! to!ATP!hydrolysis! and!
product! release.!While! attached! to! the! track,! the!motor! moves! a! mechanical!
element!in!the!direction!of!travel!and!while!detached!from!the!track,!the!motor!
reverses!this!movement!ready!for!the!next!cycle!(Howard!and!Clark,!2002).!In!






Imai! et! al.,! 2015).! Its! NYterminal! tip! moves! ~17! nm! during! this! swinging!
movement.!In!myosin,!the!mechanical!element!is!called!the!lever!and!is!generally!
an!extended!αYhelix!that!emerges!from!the!motor!domain!to!which!light!chains!












analysis! (Berg! et! al.,! 2001).! These! can! be! divided! into! conventional! and!
unconventional!myosins.!Myosin!2!was!the!first!type!of!myosin!to!be!discovered,!
is!present!in!striated!and!smooth!muscle,!and!is!the!most!well!studied!member!of!
the! myosin! family.! Myosin! 2! is! an! example! of! a! conventional! myosin.! It! is!
composed!of!two!heavy!chains,!and!four!light!chains.!The!two!heavy!chains!are!
able!to!dimerise!to!form!a!coiled!coil,!and!then!further!assemble!to!form!filaments.!
This! type! of! myosin! generates! muscle! contraction.! NonYmuscle! myosin! 2!
isoforms!drive!movements!such!as!cell!crawling!and!cell!division!(cytokinesis).!
All!myosins!that!cannot!form!filaments!are!called!‘unconventional’!myosins.!!
Unconventional! myosin! can! be! further! subdivided! into! a! number! of! different!
classes,! which! either! contain! dimeric! or!monomeric! isoforms.! These!myosins!
perform! a! multitude! of! different! roles! within! the! cell! ranging! from! transport,!






of! consensus! sequences! of! IQXXXRGXXXR,! termed! IQ!motifs! (Cheney! and!
Mooseker,! 1992),! which! can! bind! light! chains! such! as! calmodulin! and! is!





















Ribbon! diagram! of! chicken! myosin! 2! head! crystal! structure! (Rayment,!
Rypniewski,!et!al.,!1993),!adapted!from!Geeves!and!Holmes!(2005).!The!head!
appears! in! the! orientation! as! if! bound! to! actin! (at! the! actinYbinding! cleft).!














domains,! which! are! involved! in! actinYbinding.! The! cleft! opens! and! closes! in!
response!to!nucleotide!binding,!which!is!coupled!to!weak!(cleft!open)!or!strong!
(cleft!closed)!actinYbinding!states.!A!small!pocket!near!the!apex!of!the!50K!cleft!
forms! the! nucleotideYbinding! site! and! contains! a! phosphateYbinding! PYloop!
flanked!by!two!catalytic!loops!named!Switch!1!and!2,!similar!to!those!found!in!GY
proteins!(Smith!and!Rayment,!1996).!Switches!1!and!2!are!positioned!to!allow!

































sequences,!which! is! expected! to! prevent! collapse!of! the! lever,! rigidifying! this!
extended! helical! domain,! so! that! it! can! transmit! force! or! sustain! load.!
Observations!made!by!EM!have! revealed! the!shortening!of! the!myosin!heads!
(motor! +! lever)! upon! loss! of! one! or! more! LCs! (Walker! and! Trinick,! 1989_!
Tominaga!et!al.,!2012).!This!is!consistent!with!the!idea!that!loss!of!LCs!results!in!




sensitive! to! Ca2+! levels,! and! this! sensitivity! is! conferred! via! the! LCs.!
Conformational!changes!in!LCs!associated!with!Ca2+Y!binding/dissociation!(e.g.!
lobes!opening,!closing!or!detaching!from!the!heavy!chain),!can!give!rise!to!altered!



























sequence! relates! to! the! article! text! for! the! figure.! Species! abbreviations:! Ac,!









A!more!general!consensus!sequence! for! the!core,!as!seen! in!myosins,!could!
therefore!be!written!as:!
[I,L,V]QXXXRGXXX[R,K,Q]XXΦ!
A! general! pattern! exhibited! through! the! core! of!myosin! IQ!motifs! is! that! two!
hydrophobic! ‘patches’!occur.!One! is! located! in! the!NYterminal!half!of! the!helix,!
usually!beginning!four!or!five!residues!before!the!start!of!the!core!sequence,!and!








of! the! IQYcore! (IQxxxR),! while! the! NYlobe! interacts! with! the! CYterminal! part!
(GxxxR).! The! CYlobe,! which! adopts! the! semiYopen! ‘gripping’! conformation,!
interacts!most! strongly,! while! the!NYlobe! is! normally! in! a! closed! nonYgripping!









































































though! the! ELC,! RLC! and! other! specific! LCs! lack!most! or! all! cationYbinding!
capacity!(Kawasaki!et!al.,!1998).!CaM!and!other!LCs!typically!bind!the!IQ!motif!
in! Ca2+Yfree! conformation,! known! as! apoYcalmodulin! (apoYCaM).! At! low! Ca2+!
concentrations,! apoYCaM! binds! tightly! to! proteins! such! as! neuromodulin,!
neurogranin,!and!to!many!of!the!unconventional!myosins!(Rhoads!and!Friedberg,!



























1996_! Houdusse! et! al.,! 2006).! Here,! despite! the! lack! of! Ca2+,! the! CYlobe! is!
partially!open,!forming!a!shallow!groove!with!sufficient!hydrophobic!residues!to!
accommodate! residues! in! the! first! half! of! IQ!motif! core.! The! NYlobe! remains!
closed!and! interacts! less!with! the!remainder!of! the! IQ!motif!sequence.!Crystal!
structures! of! apoYMlc1p! (a! LC! for! the! yeast!class! 5!myosin!myo2p)!bound! to!











of!mouse!myosin!5a! lever!encompassing! IQs!1Y2.!PDB:!2IX7.!Heavy!chain! is!
shown!in!green!with!the!IQ!core!sequence!shown!in!purple!and!the!conserved!

















sequences.! However,! closer! inspections! of! the! sequences! revealed! these!
sequences! to! contain! a! large! number! of! charged! residues! and! lack! of! a!






shown! to! be! almost! 100%! helical! and! monomeric! in! solution.! In! addition,! a!
construct!of!myosin!10!containing!the!motor,!lever!and!the!entire!predicted!coiledY
coil!sequence!was!shown!to!be!mostly!monomeric!in!vitro.!Importantly,!even!in!












to! be! stabilised!by! their! interaction!with! other! parts!of! the! same!protein! or!by!
binding! to!other!proteins! (as! is! the!case! for! the!αYhelical! lever! in!all!myosins,!
which!are!stabilised!by!binding! to! light!chains/CaM).!SAH!domains!are! rich! in!
charged!residues!Glu,!Arg,!and!Lys,!and!this!allows!the! formation!of!an! ionic!
bond!network,!allowing!these!structures!to!remain!stable!and!helical!over!a!wide!
range! of! pH! and! salt! concentration! when! isolated! in! solution! (Wolny! et! al.,!
2014).!These!salt!bridge!pairs!both!act!as!‘staples’!to!resist!unfolding!of!the!helix!











part!of! the! IQ+CaM!lever!of!myosin!5! is!replaced!with!a!similar! length!of!SAH!
domain!has!shown! the!motor! to! retain! its!processivity! (Baboolal!et!al.,!2009),!
suggesting!the!SAH!domain!can!replace!the!function!of!the!canonical!lever.!It!has!
also!been!shown!the!SAH!domain!unfolds!under!very!low!forces!(<30!pN),!which!









sequence,! length,! subdomain! composition! and! organisation.! The! myosin! tail!
determines! its! functional! role! and! specificity,! as! it! can! target! the!myosin! to! a!






Another! key! property! of! the! tail! is! that! it! determines! whether! the! myosin! is!
monomeric!or!dimeric!(Figure!5).!Some!myosins!such!as!myosin!2!and!myosin!5!








Image! adapted! from! Peckham! and! Knight! (2009).! The! myosin! family! tree! in!
humans.! The! 39! genes! encoding! myosins! in! humans! are! organised! into! 12!
different! classes.! Only! 3! of! the! myosin! classes! contain! genuine! coiledYcoil!
domains! in! their! tails! that! dimerise! them! (myosins! 2,! 5! and! 18).! Monomeric!











form! a! hydrophobic! core! that! slowly!winds!around! the! surface! of! the! αYhelix.!
When!two!such!helices!meet,!the!hydrophobic!stripes!pack!against!each!other!to!
form! a! coiledYcoil! (Parry,! 1982_! Lupas!et! al.,! 1991).! This! is! the!main! form! of!









in! the! ATP! hydrolysis! cycle! were! first! elucidated! in! the! context! of! muscle!
contraction.! Electron! microscopy! showed! linkages,! called! crossYbridges,!
between!the!thick!and!thin!filaments!of!the!sarcomere,!which!were!subsequently!
shown! to!originate! from! the! thick! filaments!and! identified!as! the!heads! (which!

















Figure! taken! from!Geeves!and!Holmes! (2005).!A!=! actin,!M!=!myosin,!AM!=!
actomyosin.!The!S1!domain!(i.e.!motor!and!lever)!is!depicted!as!a!single!lozengeY
shaped!domain,!connected!via! its! tail! (a! line)! into! the! thick! filament!backbone!












In! the! case! of! a! processive! cargoYcarrying!myosins,! such! as!myosin! 5a,! the!
movement!of!the!lever!is!also!coupled!to!the!coiledYcoil!tail!and!its!bound!cargo.!
The!resistance!excerted!by!the!cargo!during!the!powerstroke!(due!to!the!viscosity!












been!definitively! located! in! the!structure!of! the!protein.! Indeed,!elastic!energy!
may! be! stored! in!more! than!one! structural! element.! Flexing! of! the! lever! was!
suggested! as! one! possible! source! of! elasticity! (Howard! and! Spudich,! 1996).!
Alternatively,!the!elasticity!may!be!due!to!deformation!of!the!converter!domain,!







diversity! suggests! possible! evolution! of! structure! for! different! mechanical!

















as! it! dictates! the! relative! orientation! and! so! potential! interactions! between!
neighbouring!LCs!along!the!lever.!More!recent!work!has!also!shown!that!for!some!
unconventional! myosins! the! typical! LCYIQ!motif! building! block! of! the! lever! is!













to! actin.! Binding! of! myosin! to! actin! catalyses! the! release! of! Pi,! whereas! the!
release!of!myosin! from!actin! is! catalysed!by! the! binding!of!ATP.! In! this!way,!
myosin’s!hydrolysis!cycle!(Figure!7)!is!tightly!coupled!to!its!cycle!of!attachment!
to! and! detachment! from! actin.! The! events! in! the! actomyosin! ATPase! cycle!
appear!to!be!common!to!all!myosins!known,!though!the!rates!between!steps!in!
the! cycle! vary!widely! depending!on! the! specific!myosin,!which! is! linked! to! its!
function!(De!La!Cruz!and!Michael!Ostap,!2009).!!
The!dutyYratio!of!a!given!myosin!(defined!as!proportion!of!time!a!myosin!spends!










the! absence! of! ATP,! myosin! binds! actin! tightly! forming! the! ‘strong’! or! ‘rigor’!
complex.! ATP! binding! to! the!myosin! head! (step! 1)! weakens! the! affinity! and!
causes!the!head!to!dissociate!from!actin!(step!2).!ATP!is!then!hydrolysed!to!form!
the! stable! products! complex! (M.ADP.Pi)! and! there! is! an! accompanying!
conformational!change!known!as!the!‘recovery!stroke’,!where!the!lever!swings!
and!the!head! is!primed!ready! to!deliver! its!powerstroke.!Myosin! then!reYbinds!
actin!with!products!bound!(step!4).!Pi!is!released!from!the!binding!pocket!which!
is!accompanied!with!the!forceYgenerating!powerstroke!(the!lever!swinging!back!







distances! greater! than! a! single! ATPYdriven! step).! For! example,! mammalian!
myosin!5a!is!a!highly!processive!twoYheaded!molecule,!capable!of!taking!multiple!
steps!along!actin!before!detaching! (Mehta!et!al.,!1999).!The!duty! ratio!of! this!
myosin!is!very!high!~0.7!(De!La!Cruz!et!al.,!1999).!In!contrast,!nonYprocessive!
myosins! undergo! only! a! single! cycle! before! detaching! and! cannot! support!
movement!over!long!distances.!Skeletal!muscle!myosin!2!has!a!low!dutyYratio,!
spending! very! little! time! during! its! cycle! bound! to! actin! (ElYMezgueldi! and!
Bagshaw,! 2008).! This! allows! myosin! 2! to! function! properly! in! large! unY
synchronised!ensembles!of!motor!domains!along!a!thick!filament.!In!general,!for!







cargo,! secretory! vesicles,!mRNA,! lipids! and! proteins! vesicles! on! actin! tracks!
(ReckYPeterson!et!al.,!2000).!Myosin!6!is!another!cargo!transporting!myosin!that!
contains! a! unique! insert! in! its! converter! region! that! switches! this!myosin! into!
reverse!gear,!enabling!it!to!walk!to!the!pointed!(or!minus),!rather!than!the!barbed!
end! of! actin! filaments! (Wells! et! al.,! 1999).! Myosin! 6! has! been! implicated! in!
hearing! (Avraham! et! al.,! 1995),! in! the! development! and!maintenance! of! the!
stereocilia! in! the! inner! ear! in! mice! (Self! et! al.,! 1999),! in! spermatogenesis!
in!C.elegans!(Kelleher! et! al.,! 2000),! and! in! a! wide! variety! of! roles!
in!D.!melanogaster,! including!oogenesis,!cell!motility,!and!spermatogenesis.! In!
















myosins! from! one! class,! which! are! highly! conserved! at! the! levels! of! primary!
sequence! and! tertiary! structure! between! protozoa! and! vertebrates! exhibit!
multiple!and!entirely!different! regulatory!aspects.!This!paradox!underlines! that!








smooth! and! nonmuscle! myosin! isoforms,! but! not! sarcomeric! (skeletal! and!
cardiac)!muscle!isoforms!(Heissler!and!Manstein,!2013).!Phosphorylation!of!SerY
19!of!the!smooth!and!nonmuscle!myosinY2!RLC!by!kinases!such!as!myosin!light!




mechanical!performance!of!a!muscle! fiber! (Kamm!and!Stull,!2011).! In!cardiac!
muscle,! RLC! phosphorylation! is! associated! with! increased! myocardial!
performance! and! enhances! myosin! motility! under! loaded! conditions!in!
vitro!(Karabina!et!al.,!2015).!Electron!microscopy!studies!show! that! the!motor!
domains!of!unphosphorylated!skeletal!and!cardiac!muscle!myosinY2!filaments!are!
held! in! a! ‘closed’! position! close! to! the! filament! backbone! in! a! highly! ordered!
manner.!When!the!RLC!is!phosphorylated,!the!motor!domains!connected!by!the!











are! phosphorylation! sites! for! myosin! heavy! chain! kinases! (Kuczmarski! and!
Spudich,!1980_!Collins!et!al.,!1982).!In!Acanthamoeba,!phosphorylation!of!serine!
residues! within! the! NHT! regulates! filament! assembly! by! inhibiting! the!
dimerisation! of! myosin! monomers! and! the! assembly! pathway! of! dimers! into!
filaments!(Liu!et!al.,!2012).!!
1.11.2/Effect/of/Ca2+/binding/to/calmodulin:/effects/on/the/lever./
Changes! in! lever! arm! mechanics! induced! by! Ca2+!have! been! described! for!
myosinY5a!and!myosins!1a!and!c.!In!myosin!1c,!binding!of!Ca2+!to!the!calmodulin!





which! impairs!communication!between! the!motor!and! the! lever! (Trybus!et!al.,!
2007).! This! loss! of! mechanical! compliance! reduces! myosin! motility! in! the!
presence! of! Ca2+!and! this! can!be! restored! by! adding! excess! calmodulin! in!in!
vitro!assays!(Trybus!et!al.,!2007).!!





Myosin! activity! is! also! commonly! regulated! by! motorYtail! interactions,! as!
demonstrated!for!class!2,!5,!7!and!10!myosin!isoforms.!!Smooth!and!nonYmuscle!
myosinsY2! exist! in! a! threeYstate! equilibrium! in! vitro! between! a! compact,!
autoinhibited!conformation!(10S),!an!extended!conformation!(6S),!and!filaments!
(Trybus!et!al.,!1982_!Craig!et!al.,!1983).!Electron!micrographs!of!myosinY2!in!the!












MyosinY5a! can! either! form! an! extended! (14S)! active! conformation! or! an!
autoinhibited!conformation! (11S)! (Wang!et!al.,!2004_!Li!et!al.,!2004).!Electron!














chains! are! encoded!by!MYO7A!and!MYO7B,! respectively,! and!display! distinct!
kinetic!and!functional!properties.!The!human!myosin!7a!heavy!chain!is!composed!
of!the!NYterminal!motor!domain!followed!by!a!neck!region!with!5!IQ!motifs,!and!
then! a! SAH! domain! (Li! et! al.,! 2017).! The! tail! region! contains! a! myosin! tail!
homology!4!(MyTh4)!domain!and!band!4.1YezrinYradixinYmoesin!(FERM)!domain,!







































well! as! melanosome! transportation! in! photoreceptors! (Liu! et! al.,! 1997).!
Melanosomes!in!the!RPE!cells!undergo!light!cycle–dependent!movement.!After!
light!onset,!there!was!a!significant!increase!in!the!number!of!melanosomes!in!the!
apical! processes,! and! it! is! thought! that! myosin! 7a! is! required! for! the! proper!
movement!of!melanosomes!(Futter!et!al.,!2004).!
In! the! auditory! system,! myosin! 7a,! together! with! its! associated! proteins,! is!
essential!for!the!development!and!structural!maintenance!of!stereocilia.!These!
are!actin"based!protrusions!at!the!apical!surface!of!cochlear!and!vestibular!hair!
cells! in! the! inner! ear,! responsible! for! sound! perception! and! spatial! balancing!
respectively!(Gillespie!and!Müller,!2009I!Pan!and!Zhang,!2012).!Within!the!hair!
cells,!myosin!7a!is!found!in!the!upper!tip!link!density!of!the!stereocilia!(Grati!and!
Kachar,!2011a),! (Figure!9a!–!c).!Hair! cells!are! connected!by! tip! links,!which!


























of! a! vestibular! stereocilia! bundle.! (c)! Schematic! diagram! of! the! stereocilia!
interaction!network.!Myosin!7a!is!bound!to!actin!filaments!at!the!Upper!tip!kink!
density.!Myosin!7a!is!coupled!to!a!number!of!proteins,!including!Sans,!Harmonin"
b,! and! Cadherin"23! which! are! coupled! too! ion! channels! at! the! Lowe! tip! link!









sensitive! to! further! stimuli! (Gillespie! and!Müller,! 2009).! The! cadherin"based!
connections!are!essential!for!the!formation!of!mechanically!integrated!bundles!
that! must! withstand! shear! stresses! imposed! on! them.! This! is! achieved! by!
anchoring!the!cytoplasmic!domains!of!cadherins!to!the!actin!cytoskeleton!via!
a! complex! of! myosin! 7a! and! other! adapter! proteins! (Yu! et! al.,! 2017).!
Additionally,! it! is! suspected! that! myosin! 7a! can! restore! tension! (by!































Mutations! in!myosin!7a!cause!Usher!syndrome! type!1B! (USH1B)! (Well!et!al.,!
1995)!and!two!forms!of!non"syndromic!deafness,!DFNB2!and!DFNA11!(Hasson!
et!al.,!1995I!Weil!et!al.,!1997).!Usher!syndrome!is!responsible!for!the!majority!of!
deaf"blindness! in! humans!and! is! inherited! in! an!autosomal! recessive! pattern.!
Many!of!the!mutations!identified!in!patients!are!hypothesised!to!alter!its!structural!
stability!or!affect!its!interactions!with!binding!partners!(Wu!et!al.,!2011I!Pan!and!




myosin! 7a! can! result! in! the! improper! localisation! of! USH1! proteins! at! the!
stereocilia!in!hair!cells!(Richardson!et!al.,!2011).!The!inability!to!correctly!localise!


























bovine! retina! demonstrated! that! calmodulin! binds! the! heavy! chain! in! a!Ca2+"












the!preferred!LC.! In!contrast! to!this!study,! the!crystal!structure!of! IQ5!and!the!
downstream! SAH! domain! in! the! presence! (5WSV)! and! absence! (5WSU)! of!
calcium!(Figure!11)!(Li!et!al.,!2017)!showed!that!calmodulin!was!bound!in!both!
cases,!although!the!N"terminal!region!of!calmodulin!altered!its!conformation.!It!
was! shown! that! in! the! absence! of! calcium,! the! CaM! adopted! a! canonical!
antiparallel!orientation!on!the!IQ!motif,!while!in!the!presence!of!calcium,!the!N"
lobe!of! the!CaM!dissociated! from!the!C"terminal! region!of! the!5th! IQ!motif!and!










each! construct! is! shown! right.! Residues! are! coloured! according! to! their!
physiochemical! properties!which! represent! small! hydrophobic! residues! (blue),!
basic! residues! (red),! hydroxyl! (green),! ring! (teal),! and! amine! side! chains!
(orange).!(b)!GST!constructs!generated!by!Sakai!et!al.,!(2015)!with!addition!of!IQ!













Ribbon!diagram!showing! the!structure!of!myosin!7a! IQ5! in!complex!with!apo"
CaM!(left!"!5WSU)!or!Ca2+"CaM!(right!"!5WSV).!The!hydrophobic!residues!critical!
for!binding!are!highlighted!by!space! fill!model.!The!SAH!domain! (green),! IQ5!









absence! of! Ca2+.! The! lack! of! bound!LC! to! IQ!motif! 3,! would! be!expected! to!
introduce! compliance! into! the! lever! that! would! not! be! expected! to! allow! the!
processive!movement!demonstrated!in!artificially!dimerised!myosin!7a!(Yang!et!
al.,!2005).!Whether!the!IQ!motifs!are!really!unoccupied!is!the!topic!of!chapter!3!
of! this! thesis! and! its! effect! on! flexibility! on! the! myosin! 7a! lever! is! further!
investigated!in!chapter!4.!!
Immediately! following! the! IQ+CaM! lever! is! a! 78! residue! SAH! domain.! Until!





presence! of! salt! bridges! between! the! side! chains! of! some! charged! residues.!
Interestingly!these!salt!bridges!vary!between!the!two!structures!in!same!unit!cell!
(Li! et! al.,! 2017),! hinting! that! these! salt! bridges! are! not! fixed,! but! dynamic,!






Structural! information!about! the!myosin!7a! tail!does!exist,!with!a!2.8!Å!crystal!
structure!(3PVL)!of!MyTH"FERM1!and!the!SH3!domain!in!complex!with!CEN1!
domain!of! the!sans!cargo!protein!being!present! in! the!PDB!(Wu!et!al.,!2011).!




















The! actin"activated!Mg.ATPase! activity! of! full"length!myosin! 7a! has! a!Vmax!of!












extended! conformation.! Systematic! truncations! of! C"terminal! tail! region!
demonstrated!that!deletion!of!the!distal!portion!(F3)!of!the!the!final!FERM!domain!
(99!amino!acids)!was!enough!to!activate! the!molecule,!and!that! this!molecule!
adopted! an! extended! conformation! (Yang! et! al.,! 2009).! Mutation! of! two!












was! expressed! and! shown! to! be! able! to! bind! weakly! to! actin! with! a!Kd!of!














and! timescales.! X"ray! crystallography! only! offers! a! snapshot! of! a! single!






used! to! support! these! experimental! biochemical! and! imaging! techniques!
(Solernou!et! al.,! 2018)!These! types!of! computational! tools! can!explore!many!
different! lengths! and! timescales! that! are! otherwise! not! visible! by! structural!














high! angles! are! excluded! by! a! lens! aperture.! Phase"contrast! (interference!
between!scattered!an!unscattered!waves)!is!the!other!contrast!mechanism!which!
can! be! enhanced! by! controlled! defocus.! To!enhance! contrast! in!TEM,! heavy!
metal! stains,! such!as! uranyl! acetate,! can!be!applied! that! form!a! thin! layer! of!
crystallites! across! the! grid! upon!drying,!which! is! extremely! electron!dense.! In!
areas! of! optimum! stain! depth,! the! biological! samples! protrude! through! and!
exclude!stain,!creating!an!envelope!of!stain!around!the!biological!sample,!thereby!
creating! regions!which! are!much! less! electron!dense! than! their! surroundings.!
Contrast!is!created!as!the!heavy!metal!atoms!of!the!stain!scatter!electrons!much!
more!strongly!than!the!light!atoms!of!the!biological!sample,!thereby!the!envelope!
around! the!molecule! created! is! imaged! with! high! contrast.! The! image! of! the!
molecule! is! thus! formed! from! the! absence! of! stain,! hence! the! term! ‘negative!








so! different! samples! can! be! prepared! and! analysed! relatively! quickly.!
Additionally,!whole!populations!of!molecules!in!a!range!(sometimes!a!continuum)!
of!conformations!are!imaged,!in!contrast!to!a!single!X"ray!structure.!In!this!way,!
EM! (both! negative! stain! and! cryogenic! techniques)! can! provide! a! better!
representation!of!the!full!dynamic!range!of!a!proteins’!conformations.!!
Negative! stain"EM! has! proved! to! be! an! invaluable! tool! for! the! analysis! of!
biological!specimens!and!offers!particular!advantages!for!the!study!of!biological!










While! negative! stain"EM! is! a! very! quick! and! easy!method! for! preparing! and!
visualising!a!population!of!heterogeneous!molecules,!it!is!important!to!be!aware!






(w/v)!aqueous!uranyl!acetate!solution!as!prepared! for!negative!staining! in! this!
PhD,!is!unbuffered!and!has!a!pH!of!4.2!–!4.5.!The!acidic!nature!of!the!staining!
solutions!can!be!harmful!to!protein!samples!that!are!unstable!in!acidic!conditions,!
or! can! cause! non"physiological! changes! in! the! structure! and! its! appearance.!
However,!some!of!these!issues!can!be!mitigated!by!the!rapid!(<!10!ms!timescale)!
fixative!properties!of!uranyl!acetate,!which!has!been!shown!to!be!able!to!rapidly!
stabilise! ionic! and! hydrophobic! interactions! of! myosin! 2! filaments! with! actin!








charged!side!chains!of!a!protein.!The!binding!of! these!different! ion!species! is!
unpredictable!and!depends!on!many!factors!including!stain!concentration,!pH,!
duration!of!staining!and!other!components!present!in!the!solution!(Hayat,!2002).!
Charged! regions!on! the!protein!molecule!can! thus! influence! the!deposition!of!









drastically! altering! the! ionic! strength! of! the! protein! sample! environment.! As!
described! previously,! the! rapid! fixative! properties! of! uranyl! acetate! may! help!
mitigate!some!of!these!issues!by!rapidly!stabilising!the!structure!before!collapse!
can!occur,!but!clearly! the!potential! for! this! form!of!chemically"induced!artefact!
should!be!noted.!!
In!terms!of!physical!mechanisms!that!can!create!artefacts!in!EM,!these!include!
the! effects! of! radiation! damage! from! the! electron! beam! during! visualisation,!
surface!tension!forces!acting!on!molecules!during!the!preparation!of!the!grids,!
interactions! between! the! substrate! and!adsorbing!molecules! and! variability! in!
imaging!depending!on!the!stain!depth.!!
Radiation!damage!to!a!sample!as!it!is!exposed!to!a!beam!of!accelerated!electrons!
is! the! primary! limiting! factor! in! gaining! high! resolution! images! of! biological!
macromolecules! in!TEM.! Ionisation!or!excitation!of!specimen!atoms!caused! is!
the!main!cause!of! radiation!damage.!The! ions!or! radicals!created! lead! to! the!
breakage!of!bonds!and!other!molecular!damage,!as!well!as!the!formation!of!new!
cross"links!between!fragments!as!they!recombine.!This!is!a!particularly!important!
consideration! in! cryo"EM,! where! the! destructive! interaction! of! electrons! with!
frozen"hydrated!specimens!occurs!in!three!stages:!primary!damage,!as!electrons!
ionize! the! sample,! break! bonds,! and! produce! secondary! electrons! and! free!
radicalsI! secondary! damage,! as! the! secondary! electrons! and! free! radicals!
migrate!through!the!specimen!and!cause!further!chemical!reactionsI!and!tertiary!
damage,! as! hydrogen! gas! is! evolved! within! the! sample,! causing! gross!
morphological!changes!to!the!specimen!(Baker!and!Rubinstein,!2010).!However,!
the!overall!low!resolution!of!negative!stain!EM,!which!is!limited!by!the!grain!size!








1979I!Trinick,! 1981I!Knight! and!Trinick,! 1984I!Walker! et! al.,!1985).!However,!





















several! places,! the! molecule! may! become! trapped! in! this! 2D! ‘stressed’!




principle! described! previously! and! this! depends! on! several! factors! including!
substrate!material,!any!preparatory!treatments!to!increase!hydrophilicity,!and!the!
type!of!sample!being!examined.!
Distortion! or! collapse!of!macromolecules!due! to! surface! tension! forces!acting!
during!grid!preparation!is!another!source!for!potential!artefacts.!The!potential!for!
macromolecules!to!appear!flattened,!elongated,!or!even!collapsed!compared!to!
molecular!mass!expectations! and! crystal! structures! is!well! known! in! negative!
stain!EM!studies!(Knight!and!Trinick,!1984I!Radermacher!et!al.,!1994I!Cheng!et!
al.,! 2006I! Scarff! et! al.,! 2018).! Different! processes! associated! with! the! drying!









the! ‘flicking’! method,! where! excess! sample! and! stain! is! flicked! off! the! grid,!
produces! starkly! different! results! where! the! elongated! structure! is! observed!
(Scarff!et!al.,!2018).!Previous!estimates!of! the! forces!associated!with!menisci!
formed!around!DNA!and!titin!cross!sections!are!relatively!high,!of! the!order!of!
hundreds! of! pN! (Bensimon! et! al.,! 1995I! Tskhovrebova! and! Trinick,! 1997I!
Tskhovrebova! and! Trinick,! 2001),! and! so!may! well! account! for! the! kinds! of!
flattening!or!structural!collapse!artefacts!seen!frequently!in!negative!stain!studies.!
Furthermore,! during! the! drying! process! as! the! stain! evaporates! from! the!
substrate!surface,!the!adsorbed!molecules!break!the!liquid"air!interface!surface.!






One!final!consideration! is! the!variation! in! the!stain!depth!of!negatively!stained!




or! no! molecule! outlining! is! seen! due! to! the! molecule! being! buried! in! stain.!
Alternatively,!if!the!stain!is!too!shallow,!little!background!contrast!is!seen!and!the!
molecules!are!easily!damaged!by!irradiation!in!the!electron!beam!(Burgess!et!al.,!




















with! immediate!applications! including! calculation! of! thermodynamic! properties!
and!vibrational!spectra!of!n"alkane!molecules! (Lifson!and!Warshel,!1968)!and!
structural! refinement! of! macromolecular! crystal! structures! using! energy!
minimisation! (Levitt! and! Lifson,! 1969).! These! initial! insights! and! applications!
paved! the!way! for!MD! to! be! generalised! to! any! protein!with! a! known! atomic!
structure.!MD!requires!an!initial!structure!to!perform!a!simulation!obtained!via!X"








term! has! a! parameter! specific! to! the! pair! of! atoms! in! question,! such! as! an!




















and!have!been!widely! researched!and! validated! through!previous! simulations!
(Van!Der!Spoel!et!al.,!2005).!!
Also!important!for!the!dynamics!of!simulations!are!the!external!solvent!applied!to!
the! atoms,! as! molecules! found! in! many! organisms! have! evolved! to! become!





increased! stability! is! because! hydrodynamic! interactions!with! the! surrounding!
solvent!act!both!to!dissipate!energy!from!a!system!via!inelastic!collisions!(drag)!
and!also! couple! together! the!motions!of! all!atoms! in! the! system.!To! simulate!
hydrodynamics!within!an!MD!simulation!we!have!the!option!of!explicitly!including!
all!of!the!water!molecules!or!applying!an!implicit!force!field.!!
Finally,! the! inclusion!of!a!concentration!of!salt!acts! to!screen! the!electrostatic!
interactions! between! particles! by! acting! as! a! background! negative! charge.!
Although! the!potential! terms!within!MD!are!approximations,! the! technique!still!
shows! remarkable! accuracy! with! its! predictions.! Successful! high"throughput!
docking! campaigns! using! established! force! fields! have! been! published!
for!proteases,!kinases,!and!bromodomains!(Huanga!and!Caflischa,!2010I!Unzue!
et!al.,!2016I!Zhu!and!Caflisch,!2016).!In!a!recent!application!a!high"throughput!
docking! program! named! SEED! was! used! to! screen! for!
the!CREBBP!bromodomain!a!library!of!nearly!1500!fragments,!which!took!less!
than!one!hour!on!a!commodity!computer,!and!resulted!in!a!50%!success!ratio!
(i.e.! of! 39! putative! binders! 20! were! confirmed! by! ligand"observed! NMR!
spectroscopy),!and!four!crystal!structures!(Spiliotopoulos!et!al.,!2017).!!
A! major! limitation! on! the! use! of! MD! is! its! computational! expense,! and! as!
consequence!software!and!hardware!are!constantly!being!developed!to!improve!
the!performance!of!MD!simulations.!For!example,!the!creation!of!ANTON!(Shaw!
et! al.,! 2008),! a! microprocessor! developed! and! optimised! solely! for! MD!
simulations,!enabled!simulations!of!much!longer!timescales!to!be!performed.!The!






















A! structure! of! the!myosin! 7a! lever! is! lacking.! How! it! is! able! to! function! as! a!
processive! motor! while! potentially! having! its! third! IQ! motif! unoccupied! is! a!
mystery.! The! aim! of! this! research! was! to! gain! a! better! understanding! of! the!
myosin! 7a! lever! by! investigating! the! relationship! between! its! structure! and! to!







an! all"atom! and! CG! resolution! was! attempted! using! different! simulation!






2.! Determine! the! stoichiometry! of! the! between! the!myosin! 7a!HC!and!




















and! protocols! common! to! more! than! one! of! the! results! chapters.! Methods!
information! for! procedures! specific! to! a! particular! chapter! are! located! in! the!
chapter!concerned.!!
2.1'Chemicals'and'enzymes.'












































Strain Genotype Supplier 
One Shot® TOP10 F- mcrA Δ( mrr-hsdRMS-mcrBC) 
Φ80lacZΔM15 Δ lacX74 recA1 araD139 
Δ( araleu)7697 galU galK rpsL (StrR) endA1 
nupG 
Thermo Fisher 
NEB 5-alpha Competent E. coli (High 
Efficiency)  
 
︎︎︎︎︎︎︎︎︎︎︎︎︎︎︎︎︎︎︎︎︎︎︎︎︎︎︎fhuA2 a(argF-lacZ)U169 phoA glnV44 
a80a(lacZ)M15 gyrA96 recA1 relA1 endA1 
thi-1 hsdR17  
 
NEB 
Max Efficiency®DH10BAC competent cells F-mcrA Δ(mrr-hsdRMS-mcrBC) Φ80lacZΔM15 
ΔlacX74 recA1 endA1 araD139 Δ(ara, 
leu)7697 galU galK λ-rpsL nupG/pMON14272/
pMON7124 
Invitrogen 
BL21(DE3) fhuA2 [lon] ompT gal (λ DE3) [dcm] ∆hsdS 
λ DE3 = λ sBamHIo ∆EcoRI-B int::
(lacI::PlacUV5::T7 gene1) i21 ∆nin5 
Novagen 






























inoculated! with! 5! ml! starter! culture! and! incubated! overnight! under! the! same!
conditions!as!described!above.!!
Plasmid name Source Resistance Genes present in 
vector 
Use 
pEGFP-C1 Addgene Kanamycin eGFP Construction of eGFP 
tagged IQ motifs 
pEGFP-myo7 Gift from Michelle 
Peckham 
Kanamycin eGFP, full length Mouse 
myosin 7a 
Amplification of myosin 
7a IQ motifs 
pEGFP-6IQ Clontech Kanamycin eGFP, myosin 5 6IQ motif Generation of adeno- and 
baculo-viral constructs  
pET28a_SUMO Gift from Marcin Wolny SUMO tag Generation of bacterial 
5IQ expression vector 
pDC315 Microbix systems.  Ampicillin Adenoviral shuttle vector 
pBHGlox∆E1,3Cre Microbix systems.  Ampicillin Adenoviral rescue vector 
pFAST-BAC1 Invitrogen Ampicillin Baculoviral shuttle vector 














Small! scale! plasmid! DNA! was! purified! from! E.# coli# using! the! QIAprep! Spin!
Miniprep!Kit!(Qiagen)!following!the!manufacturer’s!instructions.!Briefly,!5ml!of!a!
5ml!overnight!transformed!NEB!5α!culture!was!transferred!to!sterile!Eppendorf!
tubes.! The! cell! suspension! was! centrifuged! at! 3000! xg! for! 15! min! at! room!
temperature.! The! supernatant! was! discarded! and! the! pellet! thoroughly!


















Qiagen! Hi"speed! Maxiprep! kit,! according! to! the! manufacturer’s! instructions.!






























by! a! pipette! and! the! pellet! allowed! to! air! dry! for! 10! min.! The! pellet! was!
resuspended!in!a!small!volume!of!RNase"!and!DNase"free!MilliQ!pure!water.!!
2.3.4'Spectrophotometric'quantification'of'nucleic'acids.''
























The! digested! DNA! was! separated! in! terms! of! its! size! by! agarose! gel!
electrophoresis.!Agarose!was!melted!into!TAE!buffer!(0.04!M!Tris"acetate,!1mM!
EDTA!pH!8.0)!at!concentration!between!2!and!0.5!%!(w/v)!depending!on!the!size!















fragments.! The! DNA! band! of! interest! was! excised! from! the! gel! using! the!












precipitate! the! DNA.! The! DNA! was! applied! to! a! QIAquick! spin! column! and!
centrifuged!at!17000!x!g#for!1!min!using!a!MICRO!STAR!17R!(VWR)!centrifuge.!
All! subsequent!centrifugation!steps!were!also!performed!at! this!speed.!500!µl!
buffer! QG! was! applied! to! the! column! to! further! clean! the! DNA.! This! was!
centrifuged!for!60!sec!and!the!flow!through!was!discarded.!750!µl!buffer!PE!and!
centrifuged! for! 60! sec! and! the! flow! through! discarded.! The! column! was!





with! the!supplied!10X!T4! ligase!buffer.! !Briefly,! insert!DNA!(~60!pmol),!vector!
DNA!(~20!pmol),!10X!ligation!buffer!and!T4!DNA!ligase!were!mixed!together!to!
a!final!volume!of!20!µl.!!Molar!ratios!of!between!3:1!and!6:1!between!the!insert!






The! polymerase! chain! reaction! (PCR)! allowed! for!many!manipulations! of! the!
DNA.! Careful! design! of! the! primers! allowed! for! the! insertion! of! tags,! novel!
restriction!sites!and!stop!codons!which!were! incorporated! into! the!DNA! to!be!
amplified.!In!addition,!PCR!was!also!used!to!verify!if!a!cloning!reaction!had!been!
successful.!All!primers!were!designed!to!have!a!%GC!content!of!approximately!












(Thermo!Fisher)!and!using! the! InFusion!primer! design! tool!within!SnapGene.!
Briefly,!forward!and!reverse!primers!were!designed!with!15!bp!homologous!to!the!





















BglII! 57! 59! Cloning!M7a!5IQ!
M7a!5IQ!REV! GTC!GAC!TGC!AGA!ATT!CTT&AGT!GAT!GGT!GAT!GGT!
GAT!GGA!GGC!GCC!GCT!GGT!ACT!CAA!C!











































Standard! PCR! reactions! for! confirming! positive! colonies! (colony! PCR)! were!
performed!using!Taq!DNA!Polymerase!with!ThermoPol®!Buffer!(NEB),!following!
the! manufacturer’s! instructions.! A! master! mix! containing! all! the! reaction!
components!for!the!colony!PCR!reaction,!excluding!the!template,!was!prepared!
to!an!appropriate!volume!for!the!number!of!reactions!to!be!carried!out!on!ice.!The!





































Taq! polymerase! adds! a! single! deoxyadenosine! to! the! 3’! ends! of! the! PCR!
products,!which!degrades!away!after!time.!The!TOPO!kit!uses!this!overhang!to!




































Available! universal! primers! were! used! for! common! sites.! Sequences! were!
aligned!and!checked!using!SnapGene.!!
2.4%Mammalian%Cell%Culture.%
All! cell! culture!media!and!reagents!were!obtained! from!Gibco! (Thermo!Fisher!










cell! line! expresses! the! adenovirus! E1! gene! in! trans,! thus! allowing! for! the!
propagation! of! infectious! adenovirus! particles!when! cells! are! transfected!with!
complement! E1"deficient! adenovirus! vectors,! such! as! the! pBHGlox! vector!
(Graham! et! al.,! 1977h! Parks! et! al.,! 1999).! The! AD"293! cells! were! cultured! in!
growth!medium!consisting!of!Dulbecco's!Modified!Eagle!Medium!(DMEM)!media!
(Gibco! Thermo! Fisher)! supplemented! with! 10! %! Fetal! Bovine! Serum! (FBS,!






























































and! 2! µg! of! DNA! to! be! transfected!was! added! to! the!mixture.! The! cell/DNA!
suspension! was! transferred! to! a! certified! cuvette! and! placed! within! the!
Nucleofector! cuvette! holder! (Lonza)! and! the! cells! were! electroporated.!
Programs!for!specific!cell!lines!are!available!at!(https://bioscience.lonza.com/lon
za_bs/CH/en/transfection"optimization"strategy"for"the"nucleofector"




The! following! section! details! the! procedures! used! to! culture! Spodoptera#
frugiperda#(Sf9)!insect!cells.!All!cell!culture!media!was!obtained!from!Lonza!and!





to!a!higher!density! in!suspension!culture.!Cells!were!cultured! in! Insect"Xpress!
medium!with!L"Glutamine!(serum"free!medium!known!as!SFX!media)!(Lonza),!in!
125!ml!Erlenmeyer! flasks!at!27˚C!at!210!rpm!in!an! incubator! (New!Brunswick!


















remaining! supernatant! was! removed! from! the! cells! and! the! cell! pellet! was!













The! two! DNA! plasmids! required! for! the! co"transfection! (pBHGlox! and!
pDC315_eGFP_5IQ_6His! /! pDC315_eGFP_6IQ! constructs)! were! mixed! at! a!
ratio!of!5:1.!The!pBHGlox!vector!is!the!E1!deficient!packaging!vector,!containing!
all!the!viral!proteins!(with!the!exception!of!the!E1!protein).!The!pDC315!vector!is!
the! shuttle! vector,! which! recombines! with! the! Packaging! vector! to! insert! the!
protein!of!interest!into!the!viral!sequence.!The!transfection!mix!was!added!in!a!









plate.!The!cells!were! incubated!at!37˚C,!5%!CO2!and! inspected!daily! for!viral!
production,! indicated! by! the! cells! expressing! GFP! and! becoming! round! and!
detaching! from! the! surface.! After! 14! days! the! cells! showed! at! least! 40%!
cytopathic!effect!and!were!harvested!using!a!cell!scraper.!Cells!were!pelleted!at!
1000! x! g# for! 5!min! at! room! temperature! in!a! centrifuge! (Harrier! 18/80! (MSE)!




placing! the!eppendorf! tube! into! the!ethanol! for!5!min.!Cells!were! thawed! in!a!
beaker!of!room!temperature!water!and!once!defrosted!the!cells!were!mixed!by!
















1! 1x6!well!plate! 500! μl! of! amplification!
per!well!













After! 50%! of! the! cells! had! begun! to! show! signs! of! infection! in! the! fourth!
amplification,!the!cells!were!centrifuged!and!the!pellet!frozen!at!"80˚C!along!with!
the! media,! which! contains! a! significant! amount! of! virus! for! subsequent!
purification.!
2.6.3%Adenopack%adenovirus%purification.%













attached! to! the! syringe! assembly! and! the! supernatant! filtered! into! a! fresh!









to! the! Adenopack! and! 5! –! 6! ml! of! PBS! gently! passed! through.! The! syringe!
plunger!was!pumped!up!and!down!a!few!times!to!remove!air!from!the!Adenopack!





was! slowly! passed! through! the!Adenopack!unit! at! a! rate!of! approximately! 10!












































cells! (Invitrogen)! by! heat! shock! as! described! previously! (see! section! 2.2.2).!
These! cells! allow! for! the! cloned! insert! to! be! transposed! into! the! baculovirus!



















containing! antibiotics! (50! μg/mL! kanamycin,! 7! μg/mL! gentamicin,! 10! μg/mL!
tetracycline)! plus! 100! μg/mL! Bluo"gal! and! 40! μg/mL! isopropyl! β"D"1"
thiogalactopyranoside! (IPTG))!and! incubated!overnight! to!confirm! their! colour.!
Positively"identified!white!colonies!were!picked!and!added!to!5!mL!of!Luria!Broth!
containing!50!μg/mL!kanamycin,!7!μg/mL!gentamicin,!10!μg/mL!tetracycline!and!
cultured! overnight! (37˚C,! 270! rpm! shaking).! Bacmid! DNA! was! isolated! from!



























































remaining!25! µl! was! diluted!1/5,! and!100! µl! added! to! each!well! for! the! next!
columns.!This!procedure!was!repeated!for!the!next!8!columns,!such!that!10!out!





be! visualised.!The! viral! titre!was! then!determined!using! the! end"point! dilution!

































































































were! in! the! exponential! growth! phase! for! optimal! protein! expression.! Protein!




(MegaFuge!16R,! Thermo!Scientific).! The! supernatant! was! discarded!and! the!













supernatant!discarded.!At! this! stage,! the! pellet!was!either! frozen!at! "80˚C! for!












the! pellet! was! either! frozen! at! "80˚C! for! future! use! or! resuspended! in! an!
appropriate! lysis! buffer! with! cOmplete,! mini,! EDTA"free,! protease! cocktail!
inhibitor!(1!tablet/50mL)!(Roche)!and!used!directly!for!purification.!!!
2.8.4%Cell%Lysis%prior%to%Protein%Purification.%
To! prepare! bacterial! cells! for! protein! purification,! the! fresh! or! freshly! thawed!




Sf9! cells,! fresh! or! freshly! thawed! cells! were!mechanically! homogenised! in! a!
chilled! ground! glass! homogeniser! on! ice.! A! sample! of! the! homogenate! was!
inspected!under!the!microscope!to!check!for!complete!cell!lysis.!!






























Prior! to! sample! loading,!a! 5!ml! column!was!prepared!by! adding!1.5!ml! resin!
suspension! (50%)! of! either! cOmplete! His"tag! purification! resin! (Roche),!
Glutathione! Sepharose! 4! Fast! flow! (GE! Healthcare),! or! prepared! 4K"GFP!
nanobody! resin! (see! chapter! 3.2.6! for! details! on! generation! of! the! anti"GFP"
nanobody! resin)! suspension! (~2.5! mg/ml)! to! generate! a! His"column,! GST"
column,!or!4K!nanobody!column,!respectively.!Each!column!was!washed!with!10!
column! volumes! (CV)! of!wash!buffer! to! pre"equilibrate! the! column!before! the!
clarified!cellular!lysate!was!applied.!Following!addition!of!the!lysate!to!the!column,!
















the! recombinantly! expressed! GST"tagged! protein! which! contains! a! precision!





the! column! was! washed! with! 3! column! volumes! of! resin! regeneration! buffer!
(50mM! Tris,! 10mM! reduced! gluthathioneh! pH! 8.0),! with! the! first! wash! also!
collected.!!
4K=nanobody:!To!elute! the! recombinantly!expressed!GFP"tagged!protein! from!
the!resin,!1!ml!0.2M!Glycine!pH!2.7!was!applied!to!the!column!with!the!stopper!
in!place!and!incubated!at!room!temperature!for!5!mins.!This!was!to!disrupt!the!
GFP:!nanobody!binding! interface! to!release!the!GFP!construct! from!the!resin.!
Following!incubation,!the!stopper!was!removed!and!a!1!ml!elution!was!collected!
and! immediately! neutralised!with! the! addition! of! 50!µl!1M!Tris"HCl! pH!8.0.!A!
further!four!1!ml!elution!fractions!were!collected!in!this!way.!!!!!!
Once! the! columns! had! been! stripped! of! any! remaining! bound! protein,! the!
columns!were!washed!with!three!column!volumes!of!wash!buffer!and!two!column!
volumes!of!20%!ethanol!before!being!stored!at!4˚C!in!PBS!+!3mM!NaN3!for!reuse.!
All! fractions!were!collected! for! later!analysis!by!SDS"PAGE.!40!µl!protein!was!
prepared! in! 2X! Laemelli! sample! buffer! (0.125!M! Tris"HCl! pH! 6.8,! 30%! (w/v)!
sucrose,! 0.04%! (w/v)! bromophenol! blue,! 2%! (w/v)! SDS,! 5%! (v/v)! ß"
mercaptoethanol).!!!!
2.8.6%Protein%dialysis.%
Protein! containing! fractions! were! pooled! together! and! concentrated! using! a!











A! rapid! method! of! determining! the! concentration! of! protein! solutions! was! to!














































15%! 12%! 10! 7.5!
Distilled!Water!(ml)! 2.35! 3.35! 4.02! 4.85!
1.5!M!Tris"HCl!pH!8.8!(ml)! 2.50! 2.50! 2.50! 2.50!
10%!(w/v)!SDS!stock!(µl)! 100! 100! 100! 100!
Acrylamide/Bis!(30%!stock)!(ml)! 5.00! 4.00! 3.33! 2.50!
10%!(w/v)!APS!(µl)! 100! 100! 100! 100!
TEMED!(µl)! 10! 10! 10! 10!





























solution! (0.8!ml!AgNO3! stock! (20!%!w/v),! 0.6!ml! 37!%!HCHO,!60!ml! distilled!
water)!for!10!min!before!being!rinsed!2X!with!distilled!water.!The!gel!was!then!
developed!with! developing! solution! (1.2! g!Na2CO3,! 25! µl! 37!%!HCHO,! 25! µl!




Standard! immunoblotting! techniques! were! used! to! probe! for! the! protein! of!
interest.! To! transfer! proteins! from! SDS"PAGE! gels! to! a! Hybond"ECL!
nitrocellulose!or!PVDF!membrane!(Amersham),!the!gel!was!removed!from!the!
SDS"PAGE!tank!and!the!stacking!gel!removed!using!a!scalpel.!A!transfer!stack!









primary!antibody!was!diluted! to! the!appropriate!working!concentration! in!5!ml!
antibody!buffer!(5%!milk!in!PBS!+!0.05%!Tween)!and!membrane!was!incubated!
with!primary!antibody!overnight!at!4˚C.! !After! incubation,!overnight!at!4˚C,! the!
membrane!was!washed!5!times!with!PBS!+!0.05%!Tween,!for!5!minutes!each!at!









transferred! to! a! sheet! of! acetate,! 1!ml! of! chemiluminescent! substrate! (Super!
Signal! West! Pico)! was! applied! to! the! membrane! and! incubated! at! room!
temperature!for!5!min.!!The!membrane!was!blotted!dry!on!filter!paper,!returned!
replaced!on!the!acetate!sheet,!covered!with!a!second!sheet!of!acetate!and!placed!
























23! amino! acids! apart! along! the! lever! helix.!However,! expressed! and! purified!
Drosophila!myosin!7a!was!found!to!bind!only!3!mol!of!calmodulin!per!mole!of!
heavy! chain,! and! ! negative! stain! electron!microscopy! revealed! that! the! neck!
length! is!much!shorter! than!expected! for!5! IQ!motifs! (Yang!et!al.,!2009).!This!
raised!the!possibility!that!calmodulin!light!chains!may!not!bind!all!five!IQ!motifs!of!
myosin!7a!(Udovichenko!et!al.,!2002).!!
Previous! studies! have! suggested! that! unconventional!myosins! can!bind!other!







data! suggest! that! IQ3! is! never! occupied! by! calmodulin! or! other! light! chain.!
However,!these!experiments!used!IQ!constructs!expressed!in!E.#Coli,!which!were!



















C"terminal! end! of! the! IQ5! helix,! resulting! in! a! parallel! and! more! extended!
Calmodulin/IQ5! binding!mode! (Li! et! al.,! 2017).! In! this! state,! Ca2+"Calmodulin!

















to!be!occupied!by!a! light!chain,! I!have!explored! the!binding!of! light!chains! to!
myosin!7a!using!a!novel!approach!and!attempted!to!determine!the!stoichiometry!
of! light!chain! to! the!heavy!chain.!First,!details!of!expressing!a!myosin!7a!5IQ!















from! mouse! myosin! 7a! heavy! chain! sequence! (NCBI! GenBank! accession:!
NM_001256081.1))! was! generated! by! PCR! (table! 6)! using! a! GFP"myo7a!
construct!(Belyantseva!et!al.,!2005)!and!cloned!into!the!BglII!and!EcoRI!sites!of!
pEGFP"C1!to!yield!pEGFP_Myo7"5IQ!(Figure!16a).!!
A! myosin! 5a! 6IQ! (residues! 755! –! 917! from! human! myosin! 5a! heavy! chain!
sequence! (NCBI!GenBank!accession:!NP_000250.3)!containing!an!N"terminal!
eGFP! was! designed! and! synthesized! (GenScript)! to! yield! pEGFP_Myo5"6IQ!
(Figure!16b).!!!
The!open!reading!frame!of!both!pEGFP_Myo7"5IQ!and!pEGFP_Myo5"6IQ!was!






























(NCBI! GenBank! accession:! NM_001256081.1))! was! cloned! into! the!
pET28a_SUMO!vector!by!infusion!cloning!(Section!2.3.13!and!table!6)!into!the!




The! open! reading! frames! of! both! pEGFP_Myo7"5IQ! ! and! pEGFP_Myo5"6IQ!!
were!cloned!into!the!BamHI&and!XhoI!sites!of!pFASTBACTM1!by!Infusion!cloning!
(Section! 2.3.13! and! table! 6)! to! yield! pFAST_M7IQ! and! pFAST_M5IQ,!
respectively!(Figure!19).!These!constructs!were!used!to!generate!baculovirus!as!






























(a)! PCR! amplification! of! M7"IQ! and! M5"IQ! ORF! (expected! size! 1188! bp! &!
1254!bp,! respectively)! and! colony"PCR! confirmation! of! the! pFAST_M7IQ!
construct! and! pFAST_M5IQ! construct.! (b)! pFAST_M7IQ! and! pFAST_M5IQ!



































glycine!pH!2.7! for!2!hours!at! room!temperature!on!a!roller! to!block!unreacted!







































The! band! intensity! profiles! for! each! of! the! lanes! were! then! plotted! and! the!
integrated!area!under!the!peaks!corresponding!to!each!gel!band!was!measured.!














spectroscopy! and! analysis! was! additionally! performed! (Rachel! George,!
University!of!Leeds!Mass!Spectrometry!Facility).!To!prepare!the!samples!for!this,!








Expression! tests! for! pSUMO_5IQ! showed! that! a! band! of! the! correct! size! for!
SUMO"5IQ!was!only! expressed!when!BL21! (DE3)!Rosetta! 2! cells!were!used!
(Figure!20a).!This!may!be!due!to!rare!codons!present!within!the!IQ!sequence.!














































































To! express! the! myosin! 7a! IQ! construct,! three! methods! of! transfection,!
electroporation,!FuGENE,!and!adenoviral!infection!were!tested!to!determine!the!
best!expression! levels! (Figure!23).!The!highest!expression! levels! in!B16!cells!
































the!myosin! 7a!5IQ!motif! only! binds! calmodulin! in! both!B16!and!AD"293! cells!
(Figure!24).!No!unidentified!light!chains!were!found!to!bind!to!this!construct.!In!
addition,! neither! regulatory! or! essential! light! chains!were! found! to! bind.! As! a!

































0.2! M! glycine! pH! 2.7! and! neutralisation! in! 1M! Tris"HCl! pH! 8.0,! the! M7"IQ!
construct!was!not!soluble.!The!GFP!was!able!to!refold!as!evidenced!by!the!return!
of!green!fluorescence!following!neutralisation.!However,!the!solution!remained!






















(d)! M7"IQ+CaM! purification! by! his"tag.! Arrows! show! positions! of! bands!
corresponding! to! the! lever! construct! HC! (M7"IQ! expected! 45! kDa,! M5"IQ!
expected!47!kDa)!and!CaM!(expected!17!kDa)!are!evident.!Additional!bands!at!















important,! as! the! additional! fragments! will! contribute! to! (and! thus! tend! to!
overestimate)! molecule! concentration! measurements! by! absorption!
spectroscopy.! Furthermore,! preparations! containing! additional! fragments! also!
needed! to! be! acknowledged! as! they! will! be! detected! by! native"mass!






















10! µM! calmodulin,! and! these! experiments! used! concentrations! of! lever!
constructs!of!1!µM.!This!densitometry!approach!does!not!appear! to!be!highly!
reliable,!as!the!ratio!obtained!for!M5"IQ!was!4.1,!but!we!know!that!M5"IQ!does!













and! the! various! contaminating! fragments! such!as! the!GFP.! (b)! using! ImageJ!
software!the!image!intensity!profile!of!the!bands!from!top!to!bottom!(reading!left!
to! right! on! intensity! plot! horizontal! axis)! is! shown.! The! percentages! for! the!
integrated! peak! areas! calculated! for! this! example! are! shown.! (c)! Decreasing!
amounts!of!calmodulin!(µg)!were!analysed!by!SDS"PAGE!gel!stained!with!either!











was! purified! by! his"tag.! M7"IQ! lever! constructs! were! purified! in! the! absence!
(1!mM!EGTA)!and!presence!(Ca2+)!of!0.1!mM!calcium.!(b)!Values!represent!the!








bound! to! the! heavy! chain! for! M5"IQ! (Figure! 29)! and! M7"IQ.! For! M5"IQ,! the!
proteins!identified!corresponded!to!the!calmodulin!(16.7!kDa),!GFP!(27.2!kDa),!6!
IQ!motifs!bound!to!six!calmodulin!light!chains!(120.7!kDa),!and!M5"IQ!bound!to!






degrades! the! performance! of! native! mass! spectroscopy.! When! the! M7"IQ!










the! M5"IQ! species! detected! by! native! mass! spectrometry.! Cartoon!
representations! and!expected!masses!of! each! species! are! shown!next! to! the!
most! abundant! charge! state.!Species! charge! states! (coloured)! are! calculated!
using!(m/z)n"n=M,!where!n!is!the!charge!state!and!M!is!mass!in!daltons.!Inset!










discovered! to! bind! to! the! 5IQ! construct.! The! stoichiometry! between! the! light!
chains! and! the! 5IQ! lever! construct! was! determined! to! be! ~! 3:1! by! gel!
densitometry,! suggesting! some! IQ! motifs! are! unoccupied.! Native! mass"
spectroscopy!was!unsuccessful! in!determining! the! intact!complex!mass!of! the!
myosin!7a!5IQ!lever!construct!plus!light!chains!due!to!issues!with!stability!in!low!




only! bound! calmodulin! in! both! B16! and! AD"293! cells.! The! result! for! M7"IQ!
supports! earlier! findings! using! bacterially! expressed!M7"IQ! constructs,! which!
also! found! that! calmodulin! was! the! preferred! light! chain! (7).! As! B16! cells!
endogenously!express!myosin!7a,!it!is!likely!that!if!there!was!an!unidentified!light!
chain! that!does!bind!one!or!more!of!the! IQ!motifs! in!myosin!7a,! it!would!have!
been!present.!However,!no!unidentified!light!chain!was!found!to!bind!to!M7"IQ.!
Myosin!7a!is!expressed!in!the!stereocilia!of!hair!cells,!the!pigmented!epithelium!
and! the! photoreceptor! cells! of! the! retina! (Hasson!et! al.,! 1995j!Hasson!et! al.,!
1997),!as!well!as!kidney,! liver,! testis,! cochlea,!and! lymphocytes!(Gibbs!et!al.,!
2010j! Lopes! et! al.,! 2011j! Grati! and! Kachar,! 2011b).! However,! B16! cells! are!


























previous! studies! (Yang! et! al.,! 2009j! Sakai! et! al.,! 2015)! using! constructs!
expressed!in!bacteria!and!Sf9!cells!respectively.!The!earlier!finding!that!IQ3!is!
unoccupied,!suggests!that!~6.3!turns!of!the!alpha!helix!in!the!central!region!of!



























Negative!stain!EM!can!generate!a! lot!of!useful! information!about! the!structure!
and! flexibility! of! macromolecules,! as! outlined! in! Section! 1.17.! With! careful!
consideration! of! the! potential! flaws! associated! with! the! technique,! structures!








resolution! information! from! images!with! low!contrast!and!signal! to!noise!ratio.!










behind! the! 2D! classification! graphical! user! interface! (GUI),! and! not! much!
customization!can!be!done!to!improve!the!alignment.!In!Imagic!the!control!and!
adaptability!make!it!a!much!more!powerful!tool!for!2D!classification!and!having!



























appearance! of! the! lever! with! models! of! the! 5IQ!motif! fully! occupied! by! light!
chains,!that!were!constructed!using!crystal!structures!of!light!chains!on!IQ!motifs!
and!to! look! for!evidence!of!flexibility!and! incomplete!decoration.!This!previous!
dataset!was!used,!as!the!large!size!of!the!dataset!and!the!high!quality!of!staining!
were! such! that! it! would! enable! me! to! look! for! new! structural! details! and!




fit! within! this! 3D! structure.! ! Secondly,! I! aimed! to! compare! the! head! domain!


















A!pre"existing!negatively"stained!dataset!of! full! length! recombinant!myosin!7a!
molecules! (Yang! et! al.,! 2009),! was! used.! The! sequence! of! the! recombinant!
myosin! 7a! heavy! chain! was! from! Drosophila! Melanogaster! (NCBI! GenBank!
accession:! NM_010864)! and! contained! amino! acids! 1"2167!with! a!FLAG! tag!
epitope!(DYKDDDDK)!added!at!the!C"terminus!to!facilitate!purification.!Myosin!
7a!constructs!were!cloned!and!co"expressed!with!CaM!by!Dr!Yi!Yang!using!a!





2009).! Micrographs! of! fields! of! negatively"stained!myosin! 7a!molecules! were!
recorded!on!Kodak!S0"183!film!(Eastman!Kodak,!Rochester,!USA)!using!a!1!s!
exposure! time.!Films!were! developed!and!digitized!as! 16"bit! grey! scale!TIFF!
images!using!an!Imacon!848!scanner!(Imacon!/!Hasselblad)!at!1270!ppi.!Object!
sampling!in!the!image!was!calibrated!by!measurement!of!the!14.4!nm!repeat!of!
paramyosin! filaments.! This! calculated! as! 0.52! nm/pixel! for! 40,000×! nominal!
magnification.! The! TIFF! files! were! subsequently! converted! to! eman! (.hdf)! or!
RELION!(.mrc)!format!using!the!e2proc2d!programme!(Tang!et!al.,!2007).!!
4.2.1.2'Lever'constructs.'
Two! lever! constructs! used! here! were! the!M7"IQ! and! M5"IQ! constructs! from!
myosin!7a!and!myosin!5a!respectively,!as!described!in!chapter!3.2.4.''EM!was!






























increases! the! hydrophilicity! of! the! carbon! surface,! allowing! the! hydrophilic!
surfaces!of!proteins!to!readily!adsorb.!Generation!of!a!hydrophilic!surface!also!
promotes! a! thin! and! even! layer! of! stain! on! drying,! and! it! may! also! promote!
interactions!between!the!protein!molecules!and!carbon!that!stabilise!the!protein!
against!damage!from!staining!(Walker!et!al.,!1985).!!

















follows.!The!steps! in! the!process!were:! (i)!particle! ‘picking’!and!windowing"out!









automatic! picker!was!used.!A!number! of! reference!particles!were! selected! to!
provide!a!template!for!the!SWARM!autopicking!software.!SWARM!then!attempts!
to! find!any!density! in!a!micrograph! that!matches! the! templates!provided,!with!
additional! user! parameters,! including! approximate! particle! diameter,! picking!
threshold!and!proximity,!to!minimise!the!selection!of!contamination,!aggregation!
or!particles!lying!on!the!grid!boundary.!Semi"automated!picking!is!faster!and!less!
laborious! than! manual! picking.! To! avoid! introducing! bias! into! the! data,! the!





Selected! particles! were! subjected! to! iterative! rounds! of! reference! free! 2D!
alignment! and! classification! in! RELION! (Figure! 30)! (Fernandez"Leiro! and!
Scheres,!2017).!For!myosin!7a,!this!classification!served!two!purposes,!firstly,!to!









(2215)! and! extended! (4721)! were! subsequently! taken! forward.! From! here,!
extended! particles! were! further! processed! by! IMAGIC! (described! in! the! next!
section),! while! regulated! particles! were! subjected! to! 3D"classification! with!
RELION!(described!in!section!4.2.4).!For!the!lever!constructs,!a!reference!free!










classification!with! relion,!a!subset!of!selected!classes! is!shown.!This!split! the!
particles!into!regulated!particles!(top!row),!extended!particles!(middle!row),!and!










Extended! particles! were! subjected! to! 2D! classification! using! the! IMAGIC! 5!






(M7"IQ)! lever! construct! particles,! respectively,! were! processed! and! analysed!
using!the!IMAGIC!software!package.!IMAGIC!commands,!denoted!hereafter!in!




were! first! centred! using! (center-image)! to! center! all! the! particles! about! a!
rotationally!symmetrized!version!of! the! total!sum!of!all!particles.! Images!were!
then!treated!using!(pretreat-image)!to!normalise!the!variance.!This!removes!





















Reference"free! alignment! using! (MSA-run, MSA-classify, & MSA-sum)!
commands!was!performed!to!classify!all!particle!sets!(extended!myosin!7a,!M5"
IQ,!and!M7"IQ!lever!constructs)!into!classes!containing!~50!particles!per!class!
(for! example! 5521!extended!myosin! 7a!particles! into! 110! classes).!A! circular!
mask,!sufficient!to!encompass!the!whole!particle!was!applied!to!the!images.!The!
class! averages!were! visualised!and!a! number! of! representative! classes!were!
selected!(extract-image)! for!multi"reference!alignment.!The!class!averages!
were! aligned! (prepare-mrarefs),! to! maintain! orientation! and! keep! the!
alignment!centered!between!iterations.!!
The! prepared! references!were! used! to! perform! a! fresh! alignment! of! the! pre"
treated!particle!stack!(m-r-a).!This!command!performs!a!set!of!multi"reference!
alignments,! one! after! the! other,! which! includes! translational! and! rotational!
alignment.!Fresh!multi"reference!alignments!were!performed!after!each!iteration!


















to! produce! class! averages! of! similar! particles! (subset! shown).! A! selection! of!
references!are!chosen!to!perform!multi"reference!alignment!to!align!the!individual!










Homology!models! of! extended! and! regulated!myosin! 7a! were! constructed! in!
order! to! facilitate! generation! of! a! 3D! model! from! the! EM! dataset.! A! crystal!
structure!for!the!motor!domain!of!myosin!7a!is!lacking,!therefore!crystal!structures!
of! myosins! with! similar! amino! acid! sequences! to! myosin! 7a! were! used! as!
templates!to!model!the!motor!domain!using!ITASSER.!The!myosin!7a!tail!domain!
(amino!acid!residues!956!–!2215)!was!generated!using!two!crystal!structures!of!
both! the!N"! (PDB! ID:! 3PVL)! and!C"! (PDB! ID:! 5MV7)! terminal! portions! of! the!
myosin!7!tail!as!a!template.!This!homology!model!is!referred!to!as!M7tail!from!
now!onwards.!!










to! model! the! head! molecules! using! the! scallop! myosin! pre"powerstroke!
structures! (PDB! ID:! 1QVI)! as! a! template.! The! myosin! 7a! head! model! was!
superposed!onto!the!scallop!myosin!model,!then!the!backbone!atoms!of!the!first!




domain!(858!–!956),!was!not! included! in! these!homology!models!as! it! is!only!











The! compact!myosin! 7a!5IQ!homology!model! filtered! to!60!Å!was!used!as! a!
starting!model.! The!2215!particles! in! the! compact! form!were! subjected! to! 25!
rounds!of!3D"refinement!using!RELION.!!
4.2.5'Analysis'of'motor*lever'flexibility.'
To! analyse! the! flexibility! in! the! motor"lever! junction,! the! 4721! extended!
molecules,!were!realigned!on!the!lever!domain!using!the!protocol!described!in!





shown),!splitting! the! images! into!differing!numbers!of!classes!as! to!obtain! the!
largest!number!of!classes!while!maintaining!sufficient!signal!to!noise.!Division!of!










for! each! calculation! as! attempting! to! interpret! the! points! that! encompass! the!
motor"lever!junction!in!each!class!average!would!be!variable.!The!variability!in!
the!appearance!of!the!start!of!the!lever!makes!interpretation!of!its!precise!angle!












pixel! grid,! the! source! images!were! first! interpolated,! by! bicubic!Fourier"based!
interpolation!in!ImageJ!(v1.48v),!to!×10!original!size!(from!140×140!to!1400×1400!
pixels)!and!then!converted!to!8"bit!TIFF!format.!The!class!averages!were!then!
opened! in!Easyworm1! for!marking.!The! following!processing! steps!were! then!
performed!(Figure!47).!!!
First,!the!scale!of!the!image!was!set!(0.374!Å/pixel)!and!the!path!of!the!lever!was!











points.! Testing! a! range! of! trial! spline! fitting! procedures! by! altering! the! ‘fitting!
parameter’!showed!that!a!value!of!125!was!optimal!to!find!the!best!fit!shape!(not!
shown).!Of!the!200!class!averages!produced,!174!classes!were!marked,!with!the!




points!were! then!saved!and!exported! to!Easyworm2,! for! further!analysis! (see!
section!4.2.7).!!
4.2.7'Calculation'of'persistence'length.''
The! data! generated! by! Easyworm1! was! imported! into! Easyworm2! and! the!
temperature!was!set! to!25˚C!(the!approximate! temperature!at!which! the!grids!
were!prepared).!The!persistence!length!was!calculated!using!the!tangent"tangent!
correlations! approach! initially! used! by! Frontali! et! al.,! (1979)! to! measure! the!







In! the! above! example,! θ! is! the! angle! between! two! segments! of! the! spline!
separated!by!a!distance!ℓ!along!the!chain!contour.!s!is!a!surface!parameter!that!
is! set!by! the! user! to!a! value!of! 2! for! chains! that! have!equilibrated!on! the! 2D!
surface!and!P!is!the!persistence!length.!Trial!binning!procedures!were!attempted!
to!find!the!best!fit!between!show!the!full!spread!of!the!data!while!not!introducing!
large! numbers! of! outliers! that! could! skew! the! fitting! procedure! done! by!
Easyworm2! to! find! the! persistence! length! (not! shown).! The! data! was!
subsequently!fitted!to!60!bins.!!!
! !




which! the! angle! θ(ℓ)! becomes! uncorrelated! in! three! dimensional! motion.!
Specifically,! relating! to! the!equation!above,!where!θ! is! the!angle!between!two!









A! global! average! image! of! 4721! extended! particles! (Figure! 34a)! shows! the!



















The! overall! length! of! the! molecule! additionally! appears! much! shorter! than!
expected.!!Calculating!the!expected!length!of!the!lever,!the!rise!per!residue!in!an!
α"helix!is!1.5!Å!(0.15!nm),!and!each!IQ!motif! in!Myosin!7a!is!23!residues!long!



































A! comparison!of! the! lever! in! the! global!average!with! the! lever! in! a!projection!


























A!mask!was!drawn!around! the!1st! calmodulin! (using! the! global! variance!as! a!
guide)! and!applied! to! the! aligned!particles! (Figure! 36).!Reclassification!of! the!
masked!area!should!reveal!if!a!large!degree!of!compliance!exists!around!the!1st!
IQ!motif,! and! whether! the! calmodulin! can! fall! in! different! orientations! on! the!
carbon! film.!The!classifications! reveal! that!36%!of! the!calmodulin!seen! in! the!
class!averages!appear!predominantly!in!the!RD"orientation,!while!the!remaining!
views!fall!into!the!straight!appearance!(19%),!LD"orientation!(15%),!or!undefined!














Cartoons! of! the! principal! views! seen! in! the! class! averages!with! approximate!
percentages!of!individual!images!exhibiting!each!appearance!are!shown!to!the!









































distribution! between! the!extended!and! regulated! conditions.! The! total! area!of!
each! particle! was! calculated! for! both! extended! and! regulated! particles!
(Figure!38).!!
On!average,!regulated!particles!occupied!a!higher!average!area!(216!±!32.8!nm2)!
compared! to! extended! particles! (135! ±! 30.1! nm2),! an! increase! of! 81! nm2!
(Figure!38c).!Myosin!7a!is!expected!to!occupy!~!196.4!nm2!(for!a!3IQ!model)!or!
~!229.5!nm2!(for!a!5IQ!model)!for!molecules!in!the!regulated!state!and!~!262.4!
nm2! (for! a! 3IQ!model)!or! ~! 287.6!nm2! (for! a! 5IQ!model)! for!molecules! in! the!
extended!state,!based!on!homology!models!(Figure!38c).!Since!we!would!expect!
all! the!domains! to! lie! in!plane!on! the!carbon!substrate,!we!would!expect!both!




















structure!with! either! a! 3IQ+CaM!or! 5IQ+CaM! lever! in! both! the! extended!and!
regulated!form.!Below!each!projection!shows!the!total!area!occupied.!(c)!Total!








One! of! the! more! noticeable! features! of! the! whole! molecule! class! averages!
(Figure!32)!was!the!apparent!variability!in!the!angle!between!the!motor!and!lever!
about! the! motor"lever! junction.! Since! ATP! and! no! actin! was! present! in! the!
sample,! all! the! myosin! should! be! in! the! ADP.Pi! date! and! the! relative! motor!
rotation! is! likely!driven!by! thermal!energy!(fluctuations! from!Brownian!motion),!






To! explore! this! further,! the! lever! aligned! extended! molecules! were! further!
classified! into! 90! separate! class! averages! using! a! motor! domain! mask!
(Figure!39a),!with!~50!images!in!each!class,!which!showed!that!the!lever!had!a!
fairly!consistent!appearance.!The!first!calmodulin!was!easily!resolvable,!though!

















(a)! global! average! with! motor"only! classification! mask! superposed! (white!
transparent! region).! (b)! montage! selection! from! 90! class! averages! from! a!
classification!of!4721!full"length!extended!myosin!7a!images!using!the!mask!in!








densest! near! ~! 120˚.! Since! nucleotide! is! present! in! the! sample,! the! rotation!











the! lever,! an! effective! ‘spring! constant’! can! be! approximated! from! the!
distributions! through! the!Equipartition! theorem!as!k!=! kBT/! σ2,!where!k! is! the!
torsion!spring!constant,!kB! is!Boltzmann’s!constant,!T!is!absolute!temperature,!
and!σ2! variance!of! the! lever! angle!displacement! (rad2)(Reif! and!Scott,! 1998).!
Applying! the! tilt!angle!data!yields!a! torsion!spring!constant! for! the!motor"lever!
joint! of! 78! pN·nm/rad2.! These! values! are! ~3! times! larger! than! the! equivalent!
measurements!for!apo"myosin!2!S1!fragments!from!rabbit,!scallop!and!chicken!
(Billington! et! al.,! 2014),! in! which!motor"lever! torsion! spring! constants! of! ~23!









(a)! cartoon! of! molecule! head! showing! motor! tilt! angles! measured.! Angles!
measured! are! between! two! line! intersects! at! three! points.! (b)! The! marked!
positions!of!the!tips!of!the!motor!after!motor!classification!(red!dots)!superposed!










The! 2215! regulated! molecules! (see! section! 4.2.2.2)! were! subjected! to! 3D!
classification!using!a!regulated!myosin!7a!5IQ!homology!model!filtered!to!60!Å!
as! a! starting!model.! ! This! generated! a! 34! Å! resolution! reconstruction,! which!




























(Roy! et! al.,! 2010)! and! UCSF! Chimera! (v1.12)! (see! section! 4.2.4.1),! and!
compared!to!the!3D!density!map.!Fitting!the!homology!models!into!the!3D!density!









The!M7tail!domain!(956!–!2215)!model!was!also! fitted! to! the!density.!The! tail!
domain!represents!~45!%!of!the!molecule,!and!it!is!not!surprising!that!the!M7tail!
model!fills!a!considerable!amount!of!the!density!with!88.5%!of!its!atoms!inside!
















motor! has!moved! down! and! rotated! a! little! from! (a).! (c)! fitting! different! head!
models!into!the!density!map!using!UCSF!Chimera!‘fit!in!map’!tool.!Only!the!3IQ!
model!fits!well!within!the!density,!with!the!lever!following!a!‘ridge’!in!the!density!












lever! constructs! of! myosin! 7a! and! myosin! 5a,! termed! M7"IQ! and! M5"IQ,!
respectively,! as! described! in! section! 3.2.4.! Both! of! these! constructs! were!


























EM! images! of! negatively"stained! M5"IQ! molecules! (Figure! 44a)! shows! the!
appearance!of!the!molecules!is!consistent!with!a!GFP!lever!construct,!showing!
an!N"terminal!GFP!‘head’!followed!by!a!C"terminal!tail!consisting!of!6IQ!motifs!+!
CaM.! The! appearance! of! the! levers! suggests! that! each! of! the! IQ! motifs! is!















(a)! Examples! of! ‘tadpole’! shaped!molecules! are! highlighted!with! arrows.!The!
bulbous!tips!on!the!ends!of!the!levers!is!the!GFP!domain!at!the!N"terminus.!Scale!
bar!100!nm.!Grid!conditions!prior!to!staining:!phosphate"buffered!saline!(PBS),!2!




















In!most! cases,! averaging! is! sufficient! that! an! entire! lever! is! seen,!with! a! few!
exceptions!where!the!lever!appears!truncated!or!blurs!towards!its!C"terminus!end!























The!wide! range!of! lever! conformations! observed!demonstrates! the! significant!
bending!flexibility!in!the!lever.!The!levers!may!appear!roughly!straight,!smoothly!
curved! to! the! left! and! right! of! the! vertical! axis,! display! S"shaped! bending! or!
sharply! kink! (see! Figure! 46! for! examples).! This! range! of! curved! shapes! is!
reminiscent! of!modes!of! oscillation.! The! degree! of! curvature! appears! to! vary!
smoothly!across!the!averages,!from!straight!to!a!pronounced!curve,!indicative!of!
a!continuum!of!possible!shapes!rather!than!a!discrete!set!of!lever!conformations.!
The! evenly! populated! classes! are! also! consistent! with! a! continually! varying!
shape.! Pronounced! curvature! examples! are! less! frequent! than! the! straighter!
ones.!Overall,!the!distribution!of!lever!conformations!suggests!the!lever!is!driven!




















































































Despite! numerous! attempts,! in! which! concentrations,! buffer! conditions! and!
staining!methods!were!varied,!EM!images!of!negatively"stained!M7"IQ!molecules!




(i.e.! a! GFP! head! followed! by! an! IQ+CaM! tail)! (Figure! 50a,b).! Instead,! only!
similarly!sized!blobs!can!be!identified.!It!is!possible!that!the!M7"IQ!construct!is!
not!particularly!stable!(discussed!at!length!in!chapter!3.3.3)!and!given!that!protein!
will! precipitate! in! low! salt! conditions! (<! 500! mM! KCl),! it! is! possible! that! the!
calmodulin! has! dissociated! from! the! IQ! motifs! and! collapsed.! A! number! of!
particles!(n=351)!were!selected!and!aligned!using!IMAGIC5.-The!appearance!of!
the! class! averages! and! global! average! reveals! no! distinctive! features!
(Figure!50c).!There!is!quite!a!lot!of!variability!in!terms!of!size.!The!dimensions!of!













(a)! Different! concentrations,! buffer! conditions,! and! staining! techniques! were!
trailed! to! prepare! M7"IQ! grids.! Recognisable! lever! constructs! could! not! be!
identified!except!for!similar!sized!blobs!(arrows)!or!slightly!larger!blobs!(*)!which!
are!potentially!unfolded!lever!constructs.!In!low!salt!conditions,!M7"IQ!is!seen!to!











is! shorter! than! expected! both! in! 2D! and! in! 3D! structures,! and! is! unlikely! to!
accommodate!an! IQ+CaM! lever! longer! than!the!equivalent!of!3IQ!motifs.!The!
data!additionally!appears!to!suggest!that!IQ1!may!not!be!occupied!by!CaM,!as!
the!first!CaM!domain!appears!to!be!rotated!by!120˚!compared!to!the!expected!
orientation.! Experiments! using! isolated! levers! fused! to! GFP! worked! well! for!
myosin!5a,!but!poorly!for!myosin!7a,!further!suggesting!that!not!all!of!the!IQ!motifs!

















IQ! motif! only! contains! 23! residues,! whereas! that! for! myosin! 5s! contains! a!
repeating!pattern!of!23,25.!This!is!important,!because!previous!modelling!studies!
have!shown!that!the!α"helix!would!need!to!be!nearly!straight,! in!order!to!avoid!
steric! clashes! between! two! adjacent! CaMs! where! the! IQ! motifs! are! only!
separated! by! 23! residues! (Houdusse,! Silver! and! Cohen,! Structure,! 1996).!!













the!motor"lever! joint! of! 78!pN·nm·rad"2!was!estimated.!This! is! consistent!with!
values!from!recent!single"molecule!fluorescence!microscopy!assays!(Shiroguchi!
et! al.,! 2011),! and! indicates! that! inherent! motor"lever! hinge"like! flexibility! is! a!
significant!source!of!compliance!in!the!head,!and!one!that!is!often!overlooked!in!












the! motor! from! the! lever,! and! this! is! unlikely! given! its! ability! to! work! as! a!


















This! concerns! the! process! of! attachment! of! the!molecules! to! the! carbon! film!










molecule! is! ‘trapped’! in! a! frustrated! conformation! before! 2D! equilibration! can!
occur.!In!‘ideal’!trapping,!the!un"equilibrated!conformation!on!the!surface!can!be!
modelled!as!a!projection!of!the!molecule’s!3D!conformation!onto!the!plane!of!the!





the! lever!curves! from!the!position!of! the!CaMs!has!been!discussed! in!section!
4.3.9.!Given!the!difficulty!in!precisely!determining!the!GFP"lever!junction,!which!
is!likely!connected!by!a!coil,!and!the!ends!of!the!lever!which!become!‘blurred!out’!
due! to! averaging!make! estimation! difficult.! To!mitigate! the! effects! of! uneven!
coordinate! spacing! and! short! length"scale! roughness,! the! spline"fitting! and!
coordinate! re"sampling! process! was! devised.! Nevertheless,! this! process! still!
requires! an! interpretative! judgement! as! to! best! sampling! frequency! that!
satisfactorily!captures!the!lever’s!shape!but!avoids!artefacts.!
With!these!considerations!in!mind,!the!persistence!length!of!our!myosin!5a!lever!















structured! following! the!motor!domain.!The!fact! that!we!see!the! first!CaM!in!a!
RD"appearance,!as!opposed!to!a!LD"appearance!as!expected!for!a!LC!docked!
onto! the! first! IQ! motif! of! other! myosins! suggest! that! the! first! IQ! motif! isn’t!
occupied.!Yet!we!see!that!a!consistent!angle!between!the!motor!and!lever!(see!
section!4.3.3),!which!tells!us!that!the!motor!and!lever!are!not!uncoupled.!It!could!
be! that! the!1st! IQ!motif! is!able! to!dock!against! the!converter!domain! to! form!a!
stable! structure! that! allows! this! torsional! spring! behaviour.! Future!work! could!


















organs,!down! to! the!nanoscale,!which!encompasses!small! structures!such!as!
individual!proteins.!!!
5.1.1'The'nanoscale.'





regime,! with! the! structures! being! described! by! a! set! of! atomic! positions!
connected!by!covalent!bonds!in!3D!space.!However,!the!structures!generated!by!
these! techniques! cannot! be! considered! to! be! rigid! structures! but! are! actually!
highly!dynamic!systems!whose!motions!are!important!for!their!functional!role.!!!
Many! bio"simulation! packages! have! been! developed! to! study! biological!
processes!using!the!structural! information!generated!by!these!techniques.!The!
most!well"known!of!these!is!molecular!dynamics!(MD),!which!is!used!to!simulate!
molecules! at! the! atomic! level.! In! this! technique,! forces! are! assigned! to! each!
individual!atom,!along!with!accounting!for!interactions!between!all!relevant!pairs!
of!atoms,!as!described!in!section!1.18!and!Figure!12.!These!terms!are!divided!










MD! is! a! time"dependent! approach,! which! simulates! the! time! evolution! of! the!
molecular!system!to!provide!a!trajectory.!The!evolution!of!the!molecular!system!
is!given!as!a!series!of!snapshots! taken!at!close! time! intervals,!usually!on! the!








Once! the! starting! structure! has! been! obtained! and! prepared,! the! general!























forces!applied! to! the!molecule!(i.e.! the!solvent),!as!many!biological!molecules!











2014),! advances! in! both! software! and!hardware! continue! to! be! developed! to!
improve! the! effective! performance! of! MD.! Nevertheless,! extending! MD!










many!biological! systems!occurs! at! significantly! longer! length! and! time"scales,!
where! the! overall! dynamics! of! the! system! tends! to! rely! less! on! their! discrete!
atomic! detail! and! more! on! their! overall! shape.! We! define! this! realm! as! the!































or! finite! element! analysis! (FEA)! is! a! modelling! strategy! often! utilised! at! the!
macroscale,!which!represents!objects!as!a!continuum.!At!this!length!scale,!the!
discrete!atomic!detail!has!very!little!effect!on!the!overall!structural!properties!of!
the! object.! Instead,! the! material! properties! and! shape! of! the! object! can! be!
described!as! smooth! and! continuous! functions! that! describe! the!macroscopic!
variables! of! the!material.!By! describing! an!object! as! a! continuum,! the! overall!
number! of! degrees! of! freedom! is! reduced! and! hence! the! computation! time!
required!to!calculate!a!solution!is!similarly!reduced.!To!solve!via!the!finite!element!










Objects! at! the! mesoscale! are! sufficiently! small! that! the! energy! provided! by!
thermal!fluctuations!drives!the!molecule!to!continuously!explore!conformational!
space! (Hanson! et! al.,! 2015).! FFEA! represents! biomolecules! as! soft,!
inhomogeneous,!continuum!materials!that!are!subject!to!deformation!from!both!
thermal! fluctuations! and! from! interactions! with! other! biomolecules.! This!
continuum!model! is! described! by! continuous!material! properties,! such! as! its!
density,! Young’s! modulus! and! viscosity! of! the! protein! and! its! surrounding!
environment! (Oliver! et! al.,! 2012).! These! parameters! should! be! sufficient! to!
describe!the!biomolecules!at!the!continuum!level.!!FFEA!can!be!generalised!to!
include!any! intermolecular! forces! relevant! to!bio"molecular!dynamics,!such!as!
van!der!Waals!and!electrostatic!interactions,!provided!the!necessary!force"field!
parameters!can!be!obtained!(Hanson!et!al.,!2015).!Once!these!parameters!have!
been!defined,!the! trajectory!describing! the!changing!shape!of! the!protein!as!a!






important! consideration! is! determining! the! lower! length! scale,! below! which! it!
becomes! important! to! resolve! the! atomistic! detail.! This! lower! length! scale! is!
estimated!to!be!on!the!order!of!5!Å!–!10!Å.!!
An!important!advantage!of!FFEA!is!that!it!is!able!to!use!low"resolution!volumetric!
data! arising! from! experiential! techniques! such! as! cryo"EM! /! cryo"ET! or! data!
repositories!containing!such!as!the!EMDB!as!inputs!for!these!calculations.!This!
is! particularly! useful! when! the! discrete! atomistic! detail! of! the! structure! is!







approximated!as! a! continua!and! to! avoid! introducing! instabilities! in! the!FFEA!
model! (which! necessitates! introducing! a! small! time! step)! while! also! being!
sufficiently!small! to!maintain!the! level!of!detail!of! the!shape!of!the!molecule! in!
question.! This! meshing! procedure! is! non"trivial! but! software! is! available! to!
automate!this!process!(Schöberl,!1997).!!
FFEA!calculates!trajectories!by!calculating!the!evolution!of!velocity!field!u!from!
the! solution! of! the!momentum! equation! (equivalent! to! Newtons! 2nd! law! for! a!
continuum)!for!a!continuous!material!subject!to!thermal!noise!(4):!> ?@?- = &∇ ∙ B + C + ∇ ∙ D!!'''''''!
Here!>!is!the!density,!B!is!the!continuum!stress!resulting!from!short"range!atomic!




by! the!stress,!σ,!which! is! the! force!per!unit!area!acting!across!an!embedded!
surface!within! the!material.!The!stiffness!of! the!object! is!characterised!by! the!
material!modulus,!which!gives!the!elastic!stress!per!unit!of!strain.!Typically,!the!
modulus!associated!with!changes!in!volume!(the!‘bulk!modulus’)!is!significantly!
larger! than! the! modulus! associated! with! shearing! deformations! (the! ‘shear!
modulus’).!!
Since!objects! in!FFEA!are!coarse"grained,! it! is!possible! to!simulate!very! large!
protein!structures!for!timescales!up!to!a!microsecond.!While!interactions!at!the!
atomic! level!are!essential! for!bio"molecular!specificity,!as!we!approach! length!
scales!within! the!mesoscale,! the! overall! dynamics! become! less! dependent! of!
discrete! atomic! detail.!Objects! on! the! order!of! length! scales! between!5nm! to!
500nm!are!treated!as!thermally!excited!molecules!which!can!deform!in!response!
to! their!environment,!which! in! the!crowded!environment! is!a!hugely! important!
factor!with!regards!to!the!potential!protein!function!(Zimmerman!and!Trach,!1991p!
McGuffee! and! Elcock,! 2010).! This,! coupled! with! the! need! to! simulate! bio"









be! assembled! into! a! complete! structure.! The! only! atomic! resolution! structure!
available!for!human!myosin!7a!is!the!N"terminal!portion!of!the!tail!(PDB!ID:!3PVLp!
(Wu! et! al.,! 2011)),! which! includes! the! first!myTH4,! FERM! and! SH3! domain.!
However,!we!can!use!X"ray!crystal!structures!of!other!myosins!with!similar!amino!
acid! sequences! to! myosin! 7a! as! templates! to! model! the! various! domains! of!
myosin!7a.!The!5IQ!lever!region!of!myosin!7a!was!constructed!using!the!2.5"Å!
resolution! structure! of! apo"calmodulin! bound! to! IQ!motifs! 1! and! 2! of! murine!
myosin!5!(2IX7)!(Houdusse!et!al.,!2006).!Chimera!was!used!to!superimpose!the!







used! to!model! the! head!molecules! using! the! scallop!myosin! pre"powerstroke!
structures! (PDB:1QVI)! as! template.! The! myosin! 7a! head! models! were!





PSIPRED! was! used! to! model! the! proximal! region! of! the! tail! (935! to! 1016).!
Residues! 858"935! are! speculated! to! form! a! single! alpha! helix! (SAH)! domain!
(Knight!et!al.,!2005).!Since!no!structure!for!the!SAH!domain!exists,!a!perfectly!α"
helical!conformer!was!generated.!The!models!generated!were!joined!together!by!
removing! overlapping! structures,! renaming! the! peptide! chain! identifiers,!
renumbering! the! residues! and! then! writing! the! PDB! files! for! the! complete!
structure.!!











(Figure!10).! Additional! models! taking! these! results! into! consideration! were!








dynamics! package!using! the! ff99SB! force! field! (Salomon"Ferrer!et! al.,! 2013),!
while! explicit! MD! simulations! were! performed! with! GROMACS! (v! 5.1.2)! also!
using!the!Amber!ff99SB!force!field!and!SPC216!water!model!(Lindorff"Larsen!et!












certain! domains! being! extracted! from! the! model.! The! files! were! then!












tool! in! GROMACS,! both! of! which! used! the! ff99SB! force! field,! were! used! to!
generate!the!necessary!files!for!the!MD!runs.!The!GROMACS!system!was!then!






and! temperature! (300! K).! “Shake”! was! used! to! constrain! all! bonds! involving!
hydrogen!atoms!with!time!step!of!2!fs!for!integration!of!Newton’s!equations!and!
a! 10.0! Å! cut! off! was! used! for! non"bonded! interactions.! For! replica! SAH!












were!analysed!using! the!Wordom!trajectory!analysis! tool! (Seeber!et!al.,!2007)!
and!GROMACS!do_dssp!tool!(Kabsch!and!Sander,!1983),!respectively.!Principal!
component!analysis!(PCA)!was!performed!using! the!PCAzip!compression!and!
analysis! toolkit! (Meyer!et!al.,!2006).!PCA! is!used!to!gain! insight! into! the!main!






a! co"variance! matrix! that! is! diagonalised! to! get! a! set! of! eigenvectors! with!





Using! the! full"length! atomic! models! of! myosin! 7a! (or! the! various! structural!
components)!generated!in!section!5.2.1,!FFEA!models!were!generated!using!the!
following!protocol.!
First! the! PDB! was! converted! to! an! electron! density! map! (EDM)! using!
[pdbtoemmap],! which! overlays! a! cuboidal! voxel! mesh! over! the! atomistic!
structure!and!creates!a!sphere!around!each!atom!of!the!given!radius,!from!which!
a!density!is!assigned!to!each!voxel!based!on!where!these!spheres!overlap.!The!




the! structure! composed! of! triangulated! faces! was! generated! using!
[emmaptosurf],!which!was!further!coarsened!using![surftocgsurf].!The!level!
of!coarseness!is!determined!by!the!user,!with!the!overall!value!being!high!enough!
































can! be! performed! on! the! entire! structure,! or! smaller! segments! of! it,! and! the!
flexibility!data!extracted.!These!can!be!converted!to!FFEA!material!parameters!
to!reproduce!the!same!flexibility!seen!in!the!higher!resolution!MD,!and!used!in!
subsequent! FFEA! simulations! to! probe! emergent! properties! that! are! often!
beyond!the!capabilities!of!MD!due!to!time!restrictions.!!
The!volumetric!maps!generated!were!parameterised!with!the!classical!material!








The!density!of! biomolecules! is! easy! to! calculate! as! the!masses!of! atoms!are!
known!and!there!are!many!complete!crystal!structures!in!the!PDB!(Bernstein!et!
al.,!1978).!On!average!the!density!of!biomolecules!is!around!1500!kg!m"3!or!1.5!
times! that! of! water! (Quillin! and! Matthews,! 2000).! The! internal! viscosity! of! a!
protein!can!be!determined!experimentally!by!at! least! two!methods.!These!are!






rates! for! different! solvent! viscosities! and! by! extrapolation! determines! the!
contribution! of! the! internal! viscosity.! AFM! techniques! work! by!measuring! the!
relaxation!time!of!a!protein!in!response!to!either!oscillating!the!AFM!tip!across!a!
frequency!range!(Wang!and!Zocchi,!2011)!or!by!deforming!a!protein!and!then!
retracting! the! AFM! cantilever! while! monitoring! the! deflection! of! the! tip!
(Radmacher!et!al.,!1994).!In!our!case,!we!use!water!viscosity!to!describe!protein!
viscosity.!!






F = G2(1 + &E)!
H = G3(1 − 2E)!




Although! the! bending! stiffness! of! SAH! domains! has! not! yet! been! directly!
measured,! the! SAH! domain! (~! 10! nm)! in! myosin! 6! is! predicted! to! have! a!
persistence!length!of!~!12!nm!(Spink!et!al.,!2008),!from!which!a!bending!stiffness!
(Bs)! of!model!SAH!domains!was! calculated!as! 154!pN.nm2,! in! part! from!MD!
simulations!(Sivaramakrishnan!et!al.,!2008).!From!the!bending!stiffness!of!a!SAH!
domain,!we!can!calculate!the!Young’s!modulus!using!the!following!relationship!
from!beam!theory! JK = LM!

















stiffness!of! the!M7IQ!constructs! in!chapter!4.3.10!was!not!possible!due!to! the!
lever!not!been!able!to!be!identified,!the!bending!stiffness!of!the!M5"IQ!construct!
(156!pN.nm2)!was!used! instead! to!parameterise!our!model.!Predictions!of! the!


































































The! positioning! and! orientation! of! bound! calmodulin! as! a! result! of! iteratively!
superimposing! calmodulin! on! top! of! one! another! created! a! thick,! anisotropic!
structure!along!the!lever.!The!relative!spacing!between!adjacent!IQ!domains!was!
23!residues!in!length,!with!12!residues!separating!adjacent!domains,!as!is!found!





















(862"932)! from!Mus$ musculus! (PDB:5WST)! has! since! been! published.! The!
backbone!RMSD!between!the!two!structures!was!1.75!Å,!however,!it!should!be!
noted!that!within!the!unit!cell!2!structures!of!the!SAH!domain!exist!which!each!





































The! two!SAH!crystal! structures! found!within! the! unit! cell! from!Mus$musculus!









FFEA! simulations! (Figure! 56).! The! FFEA! simulations! show! a! well"defined!







The! end"to"end! distance! of! the! SAH! domain! from! both! all"atom! (implicit! and!









nm)!and! implicit! (9.97!±!1.33!nm),!with! the!shape!of!each!distribution!also!not!
being!symmetric.!The!primary!reason! for! this!discrepancy! is! that! the!residues!
selected! for! measuring! the! end"to"end! distance! tend! to! unfold! and! lose! their!





helical! during! the! simulation,! with! the! exception! of! the! N"! and! C"termini! as!
described! in!Figure!57.!However,! the! implicitly!simulated!SAH!domain!reveals!
consistent!breaks!in!the!alpha!helix!which!tends!to!appear!at!R873,!E883,!and!
K916!along!with! other! sporadic! breaks! throughout! the! simulation! (Figure! 58).!

























eigenvalues! of! which! are! shown! in! Figure! 59.! The! factored! difference! in! the!
Young’s!moduli!between!the!FFEA!simulations!gives!the!same!factor!difference!
between!the!eigenvalues,!which!represent!the!flexibility!of!the!molecule.!Closer!
inspection! of! the! first! 5! Eigenmode! animations! (Figure! 60)! obtained! from! the!
FFEA!simulations!and!explicit!atomistic!simulations! reveal! that! the!modes!are!
similar!between! the! two!types!of!simulation!method,!with! the! first!major!mode!
being!a! bend,!which! is! to! be!expected! for! an! elongated!beam!structure.! The!
second!and!third!components!represent!a!compress!&!twist!and!stretch!mode,!
respectively,! which! correspond! to! an! over! twist! and! under! twist,! respectively,!
when!compared!to! the!atomistic!simulations.!This!becomes!far!more!apparent!






















































matrices! of! the! 10! most! flexible! eigenmodes! from! each! data! set.! We! also!
performed!an!eigenvector!comparison!between!the!first!and!second!halves!of!the!
atomistic! trajectories,! for!which! the! these!matrices!are!shown! in!Figure!61.! In!
general,!the!explicit!simulations!tend!to!match!the!FFEA!simulations!much!more!
closely! than! the! implicit! simulations,! with! the! 150! MPa! model! showing! high!
correlation!with!the!explicit!simulation!(eigenspace!overlap!of!0.830)!(Figure!61a).!































a),! b),! c),! and! d)! represent! 150r! 300r! 500r! and! 850!MPa! FFEA!SAH!models!
compared!with!explicitly! (left)!and! implicitly! (right)!simulated!SAH!domain.!The!







































The! end"to"end! distance! between! these! two! points! over! the! course! of! the!




and! SAH! domain! were! incrementally! reduced! (Figure! 63b! –! d)! until! the!
simulations! were! no! longer! numerically! stable.! ! ! We! can! see! that! model! 4!
(Figure!63)! displays! the! shortest! end"to"end! distance! yet! model! 3! shows! a!
greater!variance!(Figure!63c).!!
Models!created!according!to!the!findings!reported!by!Sakai%et%al.,%(2015)!in!which!
the! IQ!motifs! remain! folded! (Figure! 63e! –! f)! and! where! they! have! collapsed!
(Figure!63g!–!h)!also!show!that!the!molecules!never!get!into!configurations!where!
regulation! is! possible.! These! simulations! reveal! that! obtaining! these!











































molecule! to! bend! at! SAH! –! 5IQ+CaM! junction! (Figure! 64a).! To! investigate!
whether!this!interdomain!bending!is!a!real!feature!of!the!system,!simulations!of!










(a)! independent!short! implicit!simulations!of!full! length!myosin!7a!revealed! the!
SAH!domain!would!bend!against!the!distal!calmodulin.!(b)!Snapshots!at!different!







To!examine!the!effect! that! the!distal!calmodulin!was!having!on! the!secondary!
structure!of!the!heavy!chain,!separate!simulations!with!and!without!calmodulin!
bound! to! the!5th! IQ!were!performed!and! the!secondary!structure!of! the!heavy!
chain!(V840!–!E868)!was!monitored!(Figure!66).!The!secondary!structure!of!the!
heavy!chain!in!the!presence!of!the!distal!calmodulin!was!shown!to!form!breaks!
much! more! prevalently! in! the! alpha"helical! structure! when! compared! to! the!
structure! in! which! the! distal! calmodulin! has! been! removed.! This! region!
(I851!–!L863)!is!full!of!a!number!of!charged!residues,!most!notably!arginine.!Do!
these! interactions! between! acidic! residues! of! the! SAH"junction! and! basic!




Mus#musculus# in! the! presence! and! absence! of! calcium! reveals! our! structure!
resembles!that!of!crystal!structure!of!IQ5+CaM!in!the!absence!of!calcium!with!the!
CaM!straddling! the! IQ!motif! in!anti"parallel! fashion!as!expected.! In! this!sense,!
























the! results! of! our! all"atom! SAH! domain! simulations! in! terms! of! eigenspace!










A! similar! example! was! observed! when! looking! at! the! effect! of! the! distal!
calmodulin! on! the! secondary! structure! of! the! SAH! domain.! This! raises! an!
interesting! caveat! about! studying!biomolecules.!Studying! the!SAH!domain! by!
itself!does!not!reveal!this!induced!‘bending’!observed!when!simulating!the!SAH!
domain! with! the! distal! calmodulin.! This! raises! an! interesting! question,! when!
studying! large! protein! systems! should! we! ever! truncate! the! proteins! being!
studied?!A!similar!result!has!also!been!observed!in!which!the!crystal!structure!of!
the! myosin! 7a! SAH! domain! and! IQ5! from!Mus# musulus! (834! –! 935)! in! the!
presence!of!apo"CaM!and!Ca2+"CaM#has!recently!been!solved!(Li!et!al.,!2017).!
As! previously! described! (Section! 1.15.2),! the! authors! found! that! the! distal!
calmodulin!was!able!to!change!positions!on!the!5th!IQ!motif!to!expose!the!SAH"
IQ5! junction.! Trypsin! digestion! and! MD! simulations! revealed! a! Ca2+! induced!
flexibility! change! within! the! molecule! akin! to! observations! we! had! made.!
However,!our! lever!model!more!closely!resembles!a!CaM!bound!to! IQ5! in! the!
canonical!antiparallel!arrangement!(absence!of!calcium)!where!Li#et#al.,#(2017)!










their! full! configuration! space,! simulations! of! the! order! of! hundreds! of!
microseconds! need! to! be! performed! (Hanson! et! al.,! 2015).! These! lengths! of!
simulations!are!far!beyond!the!current!computation!capabilities!for!a!molecule!of!
this! size.!Myosins! are! known! to! be! highly! dynamic! proteins! in! which! thermal!
diffusion!drives! the!dynamics!of! the!molecule! to!perform! its! function.!Take! for!
example!myosin! 5!walking! along! actin! filaments,! following! detachment! of! the!




(Andrecka! et! al.,! 2015).! These! experiments! examine! the! entire! powerstroke!
cycle,!not!just!the!diffusive!search!following!the!powerstroke,!yet!it!illustrates!that!
the!timescale!of!these!events!can!be!far!in!excess!of!the!atomistic!regime.!FFEA!




few!hundred!MPa! (Guthold!et!al.,!2007).! In!our!simulations,!we! found! that! far!
lower! values! were! required! in! order! to! get! into! configurations! in! which! the!
regulation! could! feasibly! occur.! This! tells! us! a! couple! of! thingsd! first,! that! the!
simulations!are!not!long!enough!and!due!to!the!stochastic!nature!of!this!problem!
this! is!unlikely! to!be!seend!second,!something!structurally! is!explicitly!missing.!
This! can! include! structural! deformations! within! secondary! structures,! as!
evidenced!within!the!SAH!domain.!










inhibit! the! actin–based! motility! (Homma! et! al.,! 2000).! Such! inhibition! was!
associated! with! dissociation! and! loss! of! one! or! more! CaM!molecules,! since!
motility!was! restored! in! the! absence!of!Ca2+!only! by! adding!exogenous!CaM.!
Similar! inhibition/restoration! was! observed! for! chicken! brush"border! myosin"I!
(Collins!et!al.,!1990).!In!both!cases,!the!interpretation!was!that!binding!of!Ca2+!to!
the!CaM!light!chain!weakened!the!interaction!with!an!IQ!sequence,!thus!causing!
dissociation!and! introducing!compliance!within! the! lever.!This!translates! into!a!
region!which!cannot!be!described!as!having!a!bending!stiffnessd!as!there!should!
be!no!resistance!against!a!bending! force,!but! instead!using!a!spring!constantd!
















and! Litvinov,! 2013),! the! development! of! a! technique! to! explores! these!much!
larger!length!and!timescales!is!of!paramount!importance.!!
Taken!together,!our!simulations!of!myosin!7a!has!generated!several!interesting!
results!but! is!still!only! the!beginning!of!a!much! larger!project.!Many!structural!
aspects! contribute! to! the! flexibility! of! myosin! 7a! across! different! length! and!
timescales.!These!range!from!the!very!small,!such!as!breaks!in!the!alpha!helical!
















myosin! 7a! lever! only! binds! calmodulin! in# vivo,! something! that!many!previous!





motor! domain! is! different! than! that! of! published! crystal! structures! from! other!
myosins.! The! final! chapter! in! this! thesis! tried! to! bridge! the! gap! between!









endogenously! express! myosin! 7a.! Pull! down! experiments! revealed! that! only!
















construct! to! be! very! low.! Soluble! protein! could! only! be! maintained! in! high!
(500!mM)!salt! conditions! in!comparison! to!a!M5"IQ! lever!construct!which!was!
stable!in!~140!mM!salt.!This!made!characterisation!of!the!M7"IQ!lever!construct!
by! negative! stain! EM! and! native! mass"spectrometry! unfeasible.! Numerous!
expression!attempts!under! increasing!salt!conditions!with! the!addition!of!extra!
light! chain! and! co"chaperone! viruses! did! aid! obtaining! cleaner! expression!
preparations.!Given!that!calmodulin!is!the!preferred!light!chain,!it!was!surprising!
to!see! that!RLC!and!ELC!were!co"purified!with! the!M7"IQ!construct.!This!may!
elucidate! to! some!of! the! stability! issues! that!we! saw,!with! the! extremely! high!
amounts!of!light!chain!present!during!expression!not!being!‘physiological’,!it!may!
be! that!the! IQ!motifs!may!not!be!able! to!correctly! fold!to!bind! the!correct! light!
chain.! Also! stated! previously,! some! myosins! need! to! be! co"expressed! with!
chaperones!in!order!to!properly!fold!and!function!(Bird!et!al.,!2014).!Further!work!




One!of! the!main! aims!of! chapter! 3!was! to! determine! the! stoichiometry! of! the!
number! of! bound! light! chains! to! the! myosin! 7a! lever.! Gel! densitometry!


















the! M7"IQ! construct! aggregated! following! buffer! exchange! and! failed! to! be!
electrosprayed.!As!a! result,! the!masses!of! light!chains!were!detected,!but!not!
those!for!heavy!chains.!!
Native!mass!spectroscopy!is!a!far!superior!technique!to!densitometry!due!to!its!
precision! and! quantitative! nature.! However,! not! all! proteins! are! amenable! to!
native!mass!spectroscopy!due!to!issues!with!storage!in!non"volatile!buffers!and!
other!reagents!nessacery!to!maintain!stability!of!the!protein,!such!as!detergents!
used! to! stabilise! membrane! proteins! (Leney! and! Heck,! 2017).! As! discussed!










































However,! this! is! in! contrast! to! our! previous! finding! that! the! first! IQ! motif! is!
unoccupied!(which!would!otherwise!decouple!the!motor!and!lever)!and!that!the!
5IQ!lever!is!not!fully!occupied!by!light!chain.!Perhaps!the!first!IQ!motif!is!able!to!
form!a!stable!structure!against! the!motor! /! converter!domain!or!some! form!of!














to! describe! the!bending! stiffness.!Assuming!a! simple! isotropic! rod!model! and!
assuming!the!lever!as!an!unconstrained!rod!that!can!equilibrate!in!2D!a!value!for!





persistence! length! of! 38! ±! 3! nm! was! determined.! This! stiffness! number! is!












parameters! of! various! structural! elements! within! proteins.! The! stiffness!












finding!will!need!to!be! incorporated! into! future!FFEA!simulations!of!myosin!7a!















flexibility! exists! in! the!myosin! 7a! lever.! However,! there! are! still! a! number! of!
questions!remaining!for!future!study,!some!of!which!have!been!discussed!here.!
Myosin! 7a! is! a! very! large! protein! with! very! little! structural! data! about! these!




























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































!!!imin=1,!! ! ! !
!!!ncyc=2500,! ! ! !
!!!maxcyc=5000,! ! !
!!!ntpr=100,! ! ! !
!!!ntb=0,!! ! !
!!!cut=10.0,! ! ! !
!!!igb=5,! ! ! !

































































emtol!=!1000.0!! ! ! #!Stop!minimization!when!the!maximum!force!<!1000.0!kJ/mol/nm!





























integrator!=!md!! ! ! #!leap"frog!integrator!
nsteps!=!50000!! ! ! #!2!*!50000!=!100!ps!
dt!=!0.002!! ! ! #!2!fs!
#!Output!control!
nstxout!=!500!! ! ! #!save!coordinates!every!1.0!ps!
nstvout!=!500!! ! ! #!save!velocities!every!1.0!ps!
nstenergy!=!500!! ! ! #!save!energies!every!1.0!ps!










lincs_order!=!4!! ! ! #!also!related!to!accuracy!
#!Neighborsearching!
cutoff"scheme!=!Verlet!
ns_type!=!grid!! ! ! #!search!neighboring!grid!cells!
nstlist!=!10!! ! ! #!20!fs,!largely!irrelevant!with!Verlet!
rcoulomb!=!1.0!! ! ! #!short"range!electrostatic!cutoff!(in!nm)!
#!Electrostatics!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
coulombtype!=!PME!! ! #!Particle!Mesh!Ewald!for!long"range!electrostatics!








pcoupl!=!no!! ! ! #!no!pressure!coupling!in!NVT!
#!Periodic!boundary!conditions!




gen_vel!=!yes!! ! ! #! assign! velocities! from! Maxwell! distribution!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
! !
gen_temp!=!300!! ! ! #! temperature! for! Maxwell! distribution!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
! !






integrator!=!md!! ! ! #!leap"frog!integrator!
nsteps!=!50000!! ! ! #!2!*!50000!=!100!ps!
dt!=!0.002!! ! ! #!2!fs!
#!Output!control!
nstxout!=!500!! ! ! #!save!coordinates!every!1.0!ps!
nstvout!=!500!! ! ! #!save!velocities!every!1.0!ps!
nstenergy!=!500!! ! ! #!save!energies!every!1.0!ps!





lincs_iter!=!1!! ! ! #!accuracy!of!LINCS!
lincs_order!=!4!! ! ! #!also!related!to!accuracy!
#!Neighborsearching!
cutoff"scheme!=!Verlet!
ns_type!=!grid!! ! ! #!search!neighboring!grid!cells!
nstlist!=!10!! ! ! #!20!fs,!largely!irrelevant!with!Verlet!scheme!
rcoulomb!=!1.0!! ! ! #!short"range!electrostatic!cutoff!(in!nm)!
rvdw!=!1.0!! ! ! #!short"range!van!der!Waals!cutoff!(in!nm)!
#!Electrostatics!
coulombtype!=!PME!! ! #!Particle!Mesh!Ewald!for!long"range!electrostatics!










tau_p!=!2.0!! ! ! #!time!constant,!in!ps!




























integrator!=!md!! ! ! #!leap"frog!integrator!
nsteps!=!250000000! ! #!2!*!250000000!=!500000!ps!(500!ns)!
dt!=!0.002!! ! ! #!2!fs!
#!Output!control!
nstxout!=!5000!! ! ! #!save!coordinates!every!10.0!ps!
nstvout!=!5000!! ! ! #!save!velocities!every!10.0!ps!
nstenergy!=!5000!! ! #!save!energies!every!10.0!ps!








lincs_iter!=!1!! ! ! #!accuracy!of!LINCS!
lincs_order!=!4!! ! ! #!also!related!to!accuracy!
#!Neighborsearching!
cutoff"scheme!=!Verlet!
ns_type!=!grid!! ! ! #!search!neighboring!grid!cells!
nstlist!=!10!! ! ! #!20!fs,!largely!irrelevant!with!Verlet!scheme!
rcoulomb!=!1.0!! ! ! #!short"range!electrostatic!cutoff!(in!nm)!
rvdw!=!1.0!! ! ! #!short"range!van!der!Waals!cutoff!(in!nm)!
#!Electrostatics!
coulombtype!=!PME!! ! #!Particle!Mesh!Ewald!for!long"range!electrostatics!










tau_p!=!2.0!! ! ! #!time!constant,!in!ps!
ref_p!=!1.0!!! ! ! #!reference!pressure,!in!bar!
compressibility!=!4.5e"5!! ! #!isothermal!compressibility!of!water,!bar^"1!
#!Periodic!boundary!conditions!




gen_vel!=!no!! ! ! #!Velocity!generation!is!off!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
!
